
ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

Wien an atom 15 O>1 	 Lctrun i:puct, 3op puu000 r- y 

tiescriLed in terms of amplitudes for thu transfer of orbital-, L, 

and spin-, t angular nomuntum from Lho inc;idsrt uloctron be ti a abut. 

In Dun rLl, 	ru will ja 201, 23+1 ernulibudos correspondinj to He 

different orientations of the vectors L, S. 

In the first part of the thosis it is shown that, by ohsrving 

the variation in the polarization of the photon (emitted in the 

subsequent decay of the excited atom) emitted in a given direction, 

with the scattering angle of the inelastically scattered electron, 

information may be obtained on the relative magnitudes and phases of 

the 2L+l orbital transfer amplitudes. This is illustrated by 

considering in detail the excitation oL the FOR excited state of 

sodium and potassium by low energy electrons using the close- 

coupling calculations of Karule and Peterkop. 

In the second part or the thesis, it is shown by a specific 

example, that, if the relative magnitudes of the 2L+l orbital 

transfer amplitudes are known, electron-photon coincidence measure-

ments essentially similar to those in thu First p rt, yield inform-

ation on the relative magnitudes of the 2S+1 spin beansfer amplitudes 

if the alkali atoms initially possess some spin polarization. 

Predictions are again made for sodium and potassium using the Karule 

and Peterlop results. If the incident electrons are spin polarized, 

the analagous measurement performed on Group II elements yields the 

magnitude of this spin polarization. 

In both the first and second parts of the thesis, the quantiz-

ation axis is taken along the incident electron momentum and the spin 

Use other side if necessary. 
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When an atom is excited by electron impact, the process may be 

described in terms or amplitudes for the transfer of orbital-, L, 

and spin-, 5, angular momentum from the incident electron to the atom, 

In general there will be 201, 25+1 amplitudes correrponding to the 

different orientations of the vectors 

In the first part of the thesis it is shown that, by obseniinq 

the variation in the polarization of the photon (emitted in the sub-

sequent decay of the excited atom) emitted in a given direction, with 

the scattering angle of the inelastically scattered electron, information 

may be obtained on the relative rnnrjnitudes and phases of the 2L+l 

orbital trenfer amplitudes. Fhis is illustrated by considering in 

detail the excitation of the first excited state of sodium and potassium 

by low energy electrons using the close-coupling calculations of Karula 

rtd Peterkop 

In the second part of the thesis, it is shown, by a specific 

example, that, if the relative magnitudes of the 2L+l orbital transfer 

amplitudes are known, eloctron-rihoton coincidence measurements essentially 

similar to those in the first part, yield information on the relative 

tilasnitudes of tee 25+1 spin transfer emplitudme ir the alkali atoms 

initially possess some spin polaizntion. Precitobions arc anain made for 

sodium and potassium using the Karulo and bnterkoo results. IF the 

incidnt electrons are spin polarized, the analogous measurement 

performed on drop II Elements yields the noonitute of this spin 

polariz otion. 

In tote the first end second parts of Ki thesis, the puantiz:tion 

axis is taken along the incident electron monerieurn and the spin polar-

izations refer to this direction. 

In the last part of the thesis it is shown that, in certain 

excitations, where no ormi tol transfer takes place WK the spin 



transfer amplitudes are all equal in magnitude, the spin polarization 

of the incidanE, nl:ctron ensemble can be measured in any direction 

relative to thr incident momentum simply by observinq the poirrizetion 

properties of the emitted photon with no necessity for coincident 

observation of the inolesti caly scattered electron. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The aspect of atomic collisions that will be investigated in 

this thesis is the excitation of neutral atoms by the impact of low 

energy electrons. 

The experimental investigation of the excitation of a given 

atomic level by such a process usually proceeds along two lines, 

relative measurements and absolute measurements. The relative 

measurements compare the total crosssuctions for excitation of 

individual magnetic substates of the level by observing the polar-

ization of the radiation produced in the decay of the excited state. 

The absolute measurements determine the total and/or differential 

cross-section for excitation of the complete level by observing the 

number of electrons scattered with the appropriate loss of energy. 

The absolute measurements suffer in general from normalisation 

problems, and for this reason are often difficult to compare directly 

with theoretical prediction. Thus, experimental invustiqati ens to 

test the validity of the various theoretical approximations are 

easiest when the measurements are relative, normnlzation problems 

then hainq largely non-existent. 

The general purpose of this investigation will be to suggest 

possible extensions of the relative measurements to allow a more 

detailed test of theoretical prediction. The measurements suggested 

will all be connected with the polarization properties of the radiation 

emitted in the decay of the excited state, tar extensions aver 

previous measurements being more detal) ad correlation with, the 

observable behaviour of the excitin: electrons. The suqoastions will 

lead to conditions wharoh'' the relative a anitudno and ehouna, of the 
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various ciifferential excitation amplitudes, involving transfer, 

from the incident electron to the atom, of differont amounts of 

orbital angular momentum component along the quantization direction, 

may be observed. It will also he shown that under certain circum-

stances the relative magnitudes of the amplitudes involving 

transfer of different amounts of spin angular corilpofloflt can be 

observed and situations will be suggested wnere the spin state 

populations of the exciting electron ensemble may be compared. 

In Chapter II, the general .theory of the polarization of 

atomic line radiation excited by electron impact is discussed, and 

relationships derived for the correlation of the scattering angle cf 

the exciting electron with the polarization and direction of the 

exciting electron with the polarization and direction of the photon 

emitted in the radiative decay of the excited state. 

In Chapter III, the theory is applied to tne particular cases 

of excitation of the resonance IN lines of sodium and potassium 

and results given for low energy excitation up to 5eV. 

In Chapter IV, consequences of observing photon polarization 

in coincidence with forward inelosticaily scattered electrons are 

discussed, and a scheme is suggested for measuring the longitudinal 

spin polarization of a beam of electrons by this method. A practical 

situation, in which tae effects imposed by the forward scattering 

condition are approximated, is suggested and evaluated. 

In Chapter J, a method by which the spin polar ieaia of a beam 

of electrons may be detrnirad in any direction relative to the linear 

momentum of the electron is put forward. 
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GENERAL THEORY OF THE OiBSErWATION OF 80TH THE INELASTICALLY 

SCATTERED ELECTRON AND THE PHOTON AFTER AN IHPbCT EXCITATION EVENT 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The theory of the polarization of the radiation emitted in the 

decay of an atomic state excited by electron impact was first examined 

by UPPENHEIPER (1) and PENNEY (2) about thirty yEars ego. They 

calculated the probabilities of excitinq the various magnetic sub-

states of the level (ususll.y by first-order, Born or Born-Uppennrier 

approximations) and then multiplied by the probabilities for emission 

of polarized photons from these substates to the final state using 

the usual semi-classical dipole approximation. Thus, the excitation 

and emission processes were considered as completely separate. 

When the exciting electron had just enough energy to excite the 

atomic level in question, it was found that the polarization of the 

resultinq  radiation was independent of the approximation made to 

calcjlde the excitation cross-sections, being given solely by oloeori-

tary arguments of angUlar momentum conservation. Unfortunr;eiy, 

experimental results on certain atomic levels failed to confirm those 

'exact' threshold predictions (SKINNER and APPLEYARD (3)) and no 

further - significant theoretical contribution was made until the 

classical work oh PERCIVAL and SLATUN (4). They showed that the 

Oppenheimer-Penney theory was basically incorrect in tnat the polar-

izations predicted were dependent upon the representation chosen to 

describe the excited atomic states and thus vloited the principle 
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of spectroscopic stability. To correct this, and to attempt to 

clear up the threshold discrepancies, they treated the whole process 

as one; i.e. instead of considering the elLcron as simply perdocinq 

a certain sub-level population unich then, independently radiated 

long after the electron had been scattered, they took the radiation 

as being emitted by the complete systee of electron + atom. They 

obtained a centritution from continuum effects (Srcesetrahlunn) and 

a contribution from the discrete spectrum (the atomic line radiation). 

The former was ignored and the latter shown to contain factors oependinn 

on to width and energy separations of the ub_leveis involved in tha 

excitation. When levels were completely degenerate or very well received, 

the results were the same as could be arrived at using the Oppenheimer.- 

Penney approach, provided the appropriate representation was employed 

in each case. 

The agreement of the Percival and Seaton theory with experiment 

is in ernaral satisfactory and better than that of the Oppenheimer- 

Penney theory (see for example HdF NLF and KLE1NPOPPLN (5)), and 

although there are still some threshold discrepancies, toese are usually 

attributed to a failure of the experiments to net close enough to the 

threshold energy For threshold conditions to apply. 

In both of those theories, tho results are averaird ovr all 

directions of tne inelestically scattered electron. In onat follows, 

the Percival and Seaton results will be dreived from a simpler stand- 

point and the restrintions imposed by averamirig over all scattering 

angles removed. 

2.2 GENERAL THEUdY FOR IMPULSE EXCITATIUN 

The object of this chapter is to answer He following question. 
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"What is the probability that, in an electron impact excitation 

process, the electron is scattered into unit solid angie centred on 

a direction (,Ø) and the photon produced in the subsequent decoy 

into the direction (a') with polarization DV?" 

In this section a general formula for this will be derived 

assuming that the sole role or the electron is to produce, at some 

instant of time, a set of excited MCMiC states with nivn amplitudos.  

As a result of this 'impulse' excitation, the electron moves off in 

the direction (,Ø) taking no further part in the process. 

Thus, consider the electron as exciting the ot,om instantaneously 

from an initial state 	to a set of excited statesIP> Q at time 

and being scattered with momentum k. The radiation Field is assumed 

to be unexcited at this time. The state of the atom end radiation 

field at timc to  may be therefore be written as 

I 
 I (q; = Z f 	Is 

16  (2.1) 

At time t the state will hav:3 evolved according to 

(2.2) 

where u(t,t0 ) is the evolution opurntor for the system of atom radiation 

field. Expanding this in teems of a complete set of stationary basis 

states 	I;rit.a' ,n' g ', . 	. . ,' ,,. .' , 	where the 	arm 	eiqeriste.s 	of 

the Hamiltonian or 	the atom alone, 	i.e. 	the 'ste 	ionelry' 	states 	of 	the 

atom, and the J n'p' ,n', ... ,' ,",. . .> represent states of the radiation 

field alone with n' quanta in the mode of momentum p' and polarization 

A 1  
B 1 ... etc., we have 



/ I II If 	A/All 
X(k) I ng)) )aed..> 

(2.3) 

where, in an 'infinite cavity' tne summation sign is taken to 

include integration over contlflL!OLIS field variahios. Assuming thet 

only first-order paDre' ama teka place, we nay say that tha probability 

of obsorvin:1 a peoton ttov a time t-t0  is 

9 jU(0)I ) 
(2.4) 

In the experimental situation, the probability or oservinci a photon 

of polarization 	aol ttad in the direction 	at any time after the 

excitation event is thus given by 

00 

=i 
a 	 (2.5) 

where e( p) 	is the density of states and the results are summed 

over all possible initial atomic states. 

In the weak couplinq approximation it may be snot-on (see, for 

example, HLSblfH (5) Chap, xxi) that 
—t (Fr-+E2  

pc 	 (2.6) 

where Vis the width of the excibaci level and level shifts have been 

ignored. H' represents the coupline. interaction cetween the atomic 

electrons ant tam radiation fiolci ono the weak coupling aptreXimetiOfl 

treats 0vj5;  am a smell pereurbetian. In the dipole a:aroxiaation 

(i'itra retaaalotion efforts are neTleched) the time-independent matrix 

element t'nocrac 
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<2)jt-1,O> O<c'1e.€13> 

where P is the electric dipolo moment operator of the atom situ 

respect to o plane perpendicular to p. Thus, in equation (2.5) we 

fr(.M)ocIjiE6-1 	
21 

cxj ep cE -Ej-) 
(2.7) 

the density of' radiation states per unit solid angle being proportion- 

2 
al to 

In general, we shall, be concerned with situations in which the 

energy separations and tne widtns of the excited sub-levels is vary 

small compared to the energy separation of the uxcihed end final ieiels. 

Thus, 	 for all sub-levels. This means that in relation (2.7) ty 

we may assume that p3  remains approximately constant eeoc the enn:e cf 

p for which the intearand takcs significant values. f'hus 

L) '< 
pc  

We may rierform the inberation using tue method of rcs.iduvs, yielding 

CM) =< IzV ( u  
(2.9) 

weore the compLex vectors r() are nivan by 

(2.1.0) 

with 



The constant factor K now contains the additional factor 21/f1, 	t 

being assumed constant for all tno sub-levels 	under consideration. 

Equation (2.9) is tao sane as the result of Percival and Seaton 

(4) (see emuati.on 4.39 of that reference) when their integration 

over all directions of the scattered electron is removed. However, 

in the present derivation we have simply used the usual description 

of the radiative decoy of a set of states which have been excited with 

given probability amplitudes. The electron has played no role in the 

emission process. 

govi: wing the Percival end S 	n tr a ant in L a liqht cf this, 

we note thct all forms of coupling between the excited atom and the 

electron are iqnored so ti-rat the electron takes no physical part except 

in producing the excitation of the atomic states with a niven sot of 

amplitudes. beyond this, the scattered electron is taken into account 

solely that its position may he used as an of ective time I abel to 

monitor the relative phases and decry of the c xcited atcimic states. 

This would appear to be achieved rrore directly in the present derivation. 

The Oppenheimer-Penney theory assumed that the excitation and 

emission processes were completely incoherent. This hs the effect of 

eliminating all interferences i.e. products involving different excited 

ststes., 	in tue expansion of the square of the modulus in equation 

(2.9) (or rather in the scatterine-anOle-aver;ged form of' eouation  

Under certain conditions, tnis may indeed haunain - if the scatterino 

amplitudes arc oronegonci over trio angular range or if the vectors 

F(p) are orbho•eono.l. For the lacter condition to apply we must nave, 

from esucralen (2.10), 	(,')-P 	i.e. trio sub-levels must be 

well resolved. 
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1\ semi-classical treatment along similar lines to the above 

derivation has been given by HUPIN, EDEb3Lb, bLLLSf'ITH End CLLLItS (7) 

in which the case of an alkali atom, with nuclear and electronic 

anqular aoronta doccupled, excited to the P states by electron 

impact woe discussed. llowevor, on integrating their resulting 

expression over all riirect.iona or the scattered electron, the 

Oppenheimer-Penney results are obtained rather than those of Percival 

and Seaton. 

The restriction to imeulso excitation imposed at the beninnine 

of this section is removed in a semi-classical, first-order treatment 

presented in Appendix I end the case of excitation with constant ampli-

tude for a finite tine is considered. The impulse anproximetion is 

fqund to he justified in nest ceses of interest. 

2.3 UgSEdVATIU;. UF EXCITATIUP EPJELTS 

In the light of the above section end Appendix I, the extent to which 

interference in the decay from the various states excited by electron 

impact is observed mar be scan to be successively reduced in tee 

f'ollowinn four types of observation. 

(a) to time averaging end no avwraginp over the scattered 

e].octron d5rection. 

This would be done by observing the photon emitted in the time interval 

t--Pt + dt in delayed coincidence t'itn I rio inulasticelly scattered 

electron. The relative phases in the interferences would depend or t 

and on tie enrriy di f'fcroncas of the excitd etatas s well as on the 

relative prear of beth tnc scaft r np and tim:•- nbepa;ndert omiscion 

amplitudes. Experiments of tnis type, which would constitute a complete 
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observation of toe evcitceiorl overt, cannot be considered as I 

propositions at presort. 

Time averaging but no averaging over scattered electron 

direction. 

This is the S1LLI tion we are mainly concerned with in this thesis, 

the photon emittoc at any time during many lifetimes of the excited 

state heina observed in coincidence with the inelastically scattored 

electron. Little information is lost by the time averaging since 

information on the sun-level enemy overlap is contained in the vectors 

F() in We expression (2.) which has been derived to describe this 

situation. Tao relative phases of all the scnttarinn amplitudes are 

still retained. 

Ave aging over scattered electron direction but no Line 

eve cc i no 

This loses all the information on the relative phases of scattarino 

amplitudes involving electrons scattered with different orbital angular 

momentum 'vectors' but maintains complete interference hetweari decays 

From those states excited by electrens scott red roitn We some orbital 

angular momentum 1 

Aierroino over both time and the direction of the scattered 

electron. 

This is the usual expeoionLarl situation. We interference betwien 

decays From different. stares - but ones weich nave been excited u.ith 

ccc ttr.ryrincr amplitudes ieveivine al .cbrcr.s of rb-c seen ortitplrngrilre 

momentum 11,71).  - n:e cores ceiy in so for as the states ovorlap in 

energy. The results cerivc d by Percival and Seaton deccri a this cuss. 

If all toe st tes invrilvcd are well separated in enemy, mon all 

coherence in the decay is lost an-c! toe Oppenanimer-Penney theory is 



suff Ic ion t. 

2.4 	APPLItTIEtN TO A 'U55ELL-AUhhb1'5 ' COUPLED 

In a Russell-Saunders aLes, the Coulomb interaction between the 

atomic eluctruns is taken to be much stronger than the muqnetic inter-

actions arisin from the naqnc tic moments of the spins :rid orbits of 

the electrons and the spin (if any) of the nucleus. Hcvever, provided 

the energies of the magnetic interactions are significant relative to 

the nottir :1  energy u dtHs of Lbs exciteb atomic etatee, they OUSt be 

ta!en into account 	discues.nn the code tiun ot the state after 

excite ion. They nay LJCLJC]Jy be disregarded during the excitation itself, 

which amounts to saying that the orieroies of the magnetic interactions 

are negligible in ccirnea'r ison to the energy uncertainty of trio exciting 

electrons. 

Thus, we will censiclor Lea recitation as a 'sudden' procese in 

which the total spin and orbital angular momenta of the complete inter- 

acting system are seporately conserved. .fho excited atomic states then 

evolve under trio inLiuence of magnetic interections which will be taken 

to be 

( i ) a fairly weak L.S interaction, wnero L is the total orbital 

angular momentum and S the toem I spin angular momentum of the atomic 

state. The effect of this is to remove the deeoneracy ui trio 

states prodLiced in 	the collision and to form 	'stationary' states which 

are cigenstates of J = L 	+ 	S. 

(ii) a tiocker I.J interaction, weere I ic trw nuclear spin of 

ta: atom. The effect of this is to remove t::e drar:i::::cy of the 

StOtSS 	:0 profl.Jea; t stati:nary' etut:s t - :. ace of 

states of F = 3 + 
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We consider electron exciLaion of the atom from one muitiplet 

	

to metIer 	 followed by transition to aCinal 

mul dplet 

	

	2S4)Lh1 
by in emission of Electric-dipole redirtion. 

+ e_p-A(5 L) + 

+ 

The excitation process prodUces a set of states whose onulrar 

momenta are given by S H, L 	
L 

H
L 
 , I H1, where N end 11 are the 

projections of the total atomic spin end orbital angular momentum 

along cho quentiz tion axis z. 	is the component of the nuclear 

spin along the axis of q'iontization and this will ho assumed unaltered 

by the excitation process. Thus, the atomic state produced inrrediately 

after excitation from an initial state S L' ,fii 1,FL1) may he written 

Z -f( isT1MM 	 SL,MsMLM> 
4s M1. 

E fCr7 r1;k3 e;o?)JSL,NsMLM> 
(2.11) 

whore the m',m are the initial and final oiectron spin pro octioris, 

For later convenience, the incident elr:ctrondirection is taken to 

he along the quantization axis and the electron scattering direction is 

given by the polar ens azimtithol andes, 	end 0 respectively, Z being 

token as the polar axis, sue Figure 2..1. 

Using tee interaction representation of section 2.2, te timo-

independent atomic stacEsj3> are given, in the lieht of (1) and (±i), 

by eleonstates of the total angular momentum F, i.e. 1F, fur 

each value of J, - in other words, for each fine-structure level of 

	

the excited mu]. tiplet. 	in denote those states by P.1 U. 	bus, the 

atomic part of the wove function in elluetion (.? ji.) boccacs 



Ho 

00 

rI 
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f 

	

FMF 	 - 	 (2.12) 

weero 

FMF CMT ( STFN1F  k) ) = 	C 	M 	SL) NjFCS 
1ITMSML.  

the 'CIS J:neT 	c1:;e:-:-1ar - cLn veeo: c•u;ir.n cr: fici:rks. 	ius, 

from enuatian (2.9), we have that the prohahility of a photon of 

polarization 	being emitted in eh subsequent decay to a s: L of final 

states { J3' 	 after the electron nec boon scat red in the ( 	) 

is given by 

W 	)- K 	,, ',\ 	
11 V-7 
	. l FM> 

zr F IIF .F3' 

F 1 0 	FM 

(2.16) 

We may bring out the dependence on te pfioton emiesi en hiructi. on 

(i.e. the dependence on Q ) explicitly as foilcws. Let the photon be 

emitted along the direction r(r 	 Taking a set of unit vectors 

A A 
C, , e , ana e asocieod wi 	nc polar co-ordinetes as shown tn 
—r 

FigL'rn 2.7, we may write (P as 

AA 
where 5 is tea unit dyedicZ.., and P is t:-,c electric dipole moment 

C 	- 
operahor: of the atom 

f -e 
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r being the position of the nth atomic electron, (see CUNOLFi and 

SHUETLEY (a)). 

Thus, the dipole matrix elements in equation (2.14) may be 

written 

Ill/Il 

F Mr)fr3 F1'1 p> 	.{<r,F 

'' A 

+ <-T'F 	F M F~. 
I 

(2.16) 

P may be expressed as a first-rank sphercl trnoor, i.o. in terms of 

the components P
±1 	x 	y 

= 2 2(P + iP ), Po 	2 
= P , as f'o.11cws 

--P0 ±() 

where i,J, and k are unit vectors along the x, y, nd z directions. 

Substituting (2.17) into (2.16), we find that the dependence of the 

electric-dipole matrix elements on emission angle and polarization is 

given by 

/1 ii II II ii (I 

F IIF> = 	<JF Mi:(i kFMr>( 
I,z 

- (J]FM) Fo JZT Ft)senej 

—(j"F'c4j 1r 

We will be interested in relative measurements whic, compare 

e 	
A' / 	 A 

d i rferenw k; 
A 
2,e), ususl].y di 	g in i for a given k a 	

A
no ) and 

to facilitate ehis, the matrix elements in equation (2.18) will he 

roduccic 	to a form 	noepor,dnt or the particular transition J ,r 

l dependent only on the multiplets involved. 

Since Lie ol:ctric-dipole moment ope'ntor P commutes with the 
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electronic and nuclear spin vari- bles, tflE ObViflUS way i n WfllCfl ti 

may be accomplished is to transform to tao representation ir utiich I, 

L,S are uncoupled. Then 

.. CS L- 	'.I' 
4M1,t'15 iL,IV, Y M I S 1I 

x C5',hl 

>c <L!'ML I 	kM> S&s SMM5 C.M 2 M1 

(2.1) 

The dependence on the projection ouintum nunccs may ha removed using 

the tiinno r-Eckart thoorori 

to yield an axpreseJ.cn in,r lump tb: rocu•: ud ret. cix ml cent 
 

a constant for tee nivri ultiplets involved - 

	

II 	
, 	1/ 
, MF I/_h 	Fl 

s i, MM c 

1r M, ti5 M M 7 VI . 

CZr,M (-\F•4F L'M 
X 	

SLH MZr 	LI, ML 

(2.2i) 

This ratrarr cueiher.300a expression can be put in a sure ornumni ent 

form by ccnsidorini the hrencfcrnet!or- between reduced matrix elarents 

in the coupled fld uncoupLed represeneation. 	hrducoci matrix elements 

in coupled and uncoupled representations may he related as follows: 

4
1. 

jp/~ j Th)t3132,3) 

rW(jj

•I/ . •' / / Vii ,JJ 

14, 
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whore the U is a Racrh coefficient nd T(l) operates only in the ounce 

of 	 i.e. it commutes withj (see, for example RUSE 

Thus, a plyin -  the Jinner-Eckart theorem directly to the matrix element 

nd by repeated application of eouation (2.21). we 

have instead of onuaticri (2.20) 

1/ 	
I+S-L-2Y-F 

xWcT 'IiW(L 	r' si) C' 	, L''ilPiIL 

(2.22) 

If we substitute (2.22) and (2.18) into meuntion (2.14), we ohtain 

/ \ {AcosL )a_ 
"' M 

11 ZT'F MF 

'1 

F( 5 rFM k)J  q)F(F MF) 

( 2 • 23) 

where 

-27--F 
Al ( I) [(z.r1-i)FfQJ 

II 

C MF  

and tee factor K now contains the renu:ed matrix elw:nent 

(2L" + 1) iK hh1iL> 2  

Normally, the moesuroments sugrostoo will he of relative cuenuitias, 

of the form 
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which are indepcindent of K so tht we are not required to celcujete 

values of 

In order to make an experimental prediction, it is necessary to 

suri expression (2.23) eves all the initial stowir 7 j aJiouad by the 

experiment - tuis sum: ation 005LJOrinp, with that DueL the final states 

outside the modulus sign. 

From the triangular properties of the Cicbsch-Gordon coeff'icii:nt 

in the Wigner-Eckart relation, we have that f'. 	-q, so that tree 

atom loses -q angular momentum component, along the quantizetion axis 

during the radiative transition. Thus, the radiation must carry off an 

amount -q along this axis. The three terms in (2.23) may therefore be 

identified wie'i the amplitudes for thc emission of O'.. (tern in 

and TI (term in A ) radiation. 

Toe azimuthal anile of the emitted photon is not an ohsorvrehlu in 

an unpolarized experiment, since the system possesses cylindrical 

cyaeetry about the quantization axis. The results must therefore be 

averaged over all possible values Of. Thus, it might eopee.r at first 

sight that the observability of intcafa000eas h::tw en terms ir;uoiv.ng  

diffeasnt refiatiur a. litohos , i.e. Cjr.. ow products in ths 

expansion of the modulus in (2.23), would be zero since those inteefrences 

involve factors e 
IS 

or 	 Howevor, we have not yet ba en ints 

account explicitly the angular dopenionce of On PlaUrnh ecaf.tesinu 

aoalituds and renan thin is dens it will au seen that SLICe - re aparl- 

inturFerences KPv2 an azirsuanrel dreindanr;o exo{±i(_9) 	or 

which certainly is observable, involving as it seas only tam azemubbel 

separation of the emitted photon and the scattered electron. 



The angular dependence of the scahtc inn amplitudes f(11 ' ,j1;<.,Ø) 

may be conveniently exprensad in the S-matrix formulation of the 

scattering problem. 

It; may em shown We hppendix II or &ny standard work on partial-

wave trantmvQ of eturnic scattering e.g. PEhCIVtL end SEATON (113) or 

hull and 1'uS[Y (ii)) that the scattering emn]. teds a can be written 

S,MS 1S CL%1LO 

j-/
; c:1-   L'IL 

(2 • 25 ) 

where Q 1,A are the orbital angular momenta of the incident and 

scattarad electron respectively, L and b mar the total orbital ant 

spin anulor oamanta of UP comp}mt;o system of elactrori + atom and 

are assumed to be separately c;.nsorved throuceout bra cmli iion 

k is the initial WCVC nunha of the incident electron. The rr;aLirr 

dependence is all cantatnod in the normalised s harioal AarmnHic 

- 	, the 1-matrix element for the oxcitabjon process 

being independent of scattering angle. The amplitudes FY, s JFM 
F 
 ;k,Q,) 

are then given by enuation (2.13). 

Inc - art J-ciepcndcoce may he separated as follows: 

Y)rn (e Q) - (Hf1  B , i) P(e) eP 	i> o 

= s ( 	
Y1() 

 e 	 < 

(2.26) 

- 	°± 
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and and 	is an I4SSOC1E ted Legandro function (sea nor example, 	JAUE 

and EFDE 	(12)). 	Concentru tine upun 	the 	-cpencJenco, 	we see 	that each 

scattarinp amplitude has a 0-depanAnce iiven by ex:i 

Now, 	from equation 	(2.13) and the consc-rvnt ion of the total spin 1j, 	we 

MF 	1L+ Mt , 	 rn,5 , 

and thus we rev write 

ML—M1 = 

(2.27) 

w ia r e 

Thus, the ft-dapeniJanco becomes cxp{:ir;/. axiijL;'f}. Too factor exp/L/ 

may be Lekun flu hsicja the modulus since )L doaonjs on the initial and 

final states of the sys too. Pus, equation (2.23) becomes 

A 	 O)ep, I( 1Z{A-1  r'r 

xf(; mFM') F(5FMr)1  

bare 	f(r! 	ia s M ;k,6) is independent of 0 and is orteinad by reileci 

f(P ,/) on 	toe 	ciii t-nenri 	site oP 	9niJLiOn (2.13) 	Ith 

(2.29) 
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Thus, we see that, as stated on page 17, ehe 01Trnd O 

interferences have oesoL\Joble azimuthal onsut:.r dapondonces, either 

uxpf±i( - 	or exp±2i( - Of It should Lie noted, rnve'iao, tnat 

in non-coincident experiments there will be an automatic averaging 

over (I - 0) so that these interferences are only obscrvehie in 

experiments of the type under consideration. Since these interferences 

may be t ountit of' as being between decays fron different 
M   values of 

the excited atom, they involve different values of 1i 	IL 	m1, the 

orbital angular momcntus component along the z-direction of the 

scattered electron. Thus, by observing thusa interferences, information 

can be obtained on the relative pisns of scattering empUtudos, 

involving different values of m1. 

In qenoral , we may so',' that in on electron monet excitation of' 

an :tnm from a state Wth orbital annular rnc':rcintLlm L ' , 	to a set of 

states with orbital oniuter mciivnner L, tanre will be (2L + 1) 

scattering amplitudes involving different orbital annular nioc'iontun 

projc tiers. - 	ng  a st La ncm,tt red rio Li: ri. 	by cc: mrlsnn of 

/ 	AA' 	,, 	, 
various wk;p,e) , information 	iOd the role reve magnitudes and phases 

of' these various scattering empTi.:dos may he obtained. 

In Appendix M, One general relation (2.20) is uirther: discuosod. 
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CHAPTER  3 

APPLICTIor! TO THE EXCITATION hr FE b[3L I I LEE 	L)Itf1 Ut! 

OF SOOIU1 AND POTA5SIUN 

3.1 GEf.ERI½L NELATIONSHIPS 

We now wish to apply the basic thEirry ot Chaptor 2 to particular 

experimental situations. The process we shell be cuncerned ci 	in 

this chapter will be the excitation of tie alkeli rennue roe icul 

and their subsequent decay 

R(n2S) + e* A(viP) f C 

where the 	is the qrourd state of tho alkali atoiii, The' on y 

atomic quantity a Ifac hing the analysis ic it undo Ii rIu!iy thin 

specious a Lion is I , thenuclear sin of tha aLoe .:Ln:eivrd 

eXperimentaLly sitaUlo alkalis arc probably sediui md pOtanciuil, 

and in these elements all boo slinificantly eiundnni; i'otoprc 

a nuclear spin 1 = (3/2'41- 

The 

3/2 )$t

The excitation amplitudes are glenn by :;ouation (2.13) 

FM 
-F 

	N m J. 
& 	M M, n1sTFr1Fc)  c) Z C 	11h1 

Fiii51  M5Mct4 	

.2) 

For a S-0 (L) oxcibatiun toe tunic EeC ft :in 	jturius c 

the roht side of (:.2) hecone, accordino t 	cuahion ç 2 .25) 
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I 	 N 
; 	L1Lk )z 

lJti+4 2M+% o
rc:rycL

)$ 	,p ,
w)   

 

1 11 

  I 	
• 	

(P.3) 

	

nj_floe 	 - 

ConsidE11rn spin variables o].oec.c, the maximum number of different 

spin orientations is (21 + l)(25 ' + l)(2s + Q.4 = 64. Hncinv:r, 

the basic amplitudes oj:e• i.ncJnpennont of M and also subject to the 

assumption of conservation of spin, This reduces the number of 

dif fc:rsnt eipet I tudos to nix • Fi n 1 ly from the symmetry property 

C jr 
(3,4) 

(see, for example, NUtE (13) ) , we see that thuss amplitudes cli ferinq 

only by a reversal of Ov 3irris of each of F1', m and rn., are equal. 

Thus, we need only onnnio2v torso di dferont spin orientation 

dependent 5!:pll LLJCJSS , which we dpnote by 

+O,ML )E',)) -PC-  (0) 	k ) € ) Q)a nEO ) ,k ) ,c), 

currespondinp to tho spin orentrticns 

= fl1,; 

.f(o) — AMs = 0, 

Each cf tesse acjiitndes involves a different spin eiuen-function, 

so that iLC\, 5:5 robustly orehounel 

For a pie. n o5 :n.' b'ni Si 	 .ibinl nyston and of the firjai 



electron :pin, i.s.for a given M,  H! Hf ,my we moy write the 

nol 111 LfO Of We excAnd state i:oJucd on 

CF) 3 )M 	Lcs,= 	C C M M f
Molth OIL- 
	N M 

(3.6) 

Thu Eaplitu6vs rh listed in Table 3,1() for H 	+, and 

Table 3.1(5) for h = —ac. Thu vector coupling coefficients were 

calculated using formulae given by CC'tDU'J und SHLRILE:y (14) 

The orebonona'lity of thu amplitudes (3.5) and of dirferunt 

wigenfunetirs or tr: nuc1.ei' soin moms that coch column of thn 

Wales mey no trss 	s n oepm:mw S uxcit; tion percuss, thu column 

itself giving the corn S not of sop]. ISLiSmS produced by that process 

In ordue to ottuim information on tnn rulati vu sues or the 

amnlj.tmndno (3-5), thorn must be so2u polarization or sJ i. nnc:nt of 

, 	Fm! 	or 	H 	in 	u initial u-xpmrimnntal cnnditions. In 	an unpoierizui:i 
S 	3 	I 

Expof). 	elm 	, 	the 	results "us h: 	su.sn;ned 	with 	equal 	wai'pmt over all 

the columns W be h Ynhics so Wt we avour.uo over ci) three amplitudes 

(3.5) 	urmL rcL 	only with infuorrutian on the venous npinoveregod 

n.ipI3tudus. It 	is 	this latter situation 	that we slie3.1 	be 

msi.ni' 	cc:mrs'nmrd 	wif;h is 	this uberter. 

In on exctotion from an 5--s to to the symmetry property (:3.4) 

may be USA Egain Sc 

— 
L ±L1L.—'c$ 	L L3 	Mt.. 

LO1CS [:m:m::m 	3:-ut ctmu; r::',' sfisnrm in the scmt.uurin 	sap] i.:udu or,  

>v 	3ign r:f thp o0  0P! angular nmcnentL;n C0::C1flrmflt of tm- s 

..CetL.CL electron, A L' is the canoe in We spneric:'l harmonic 

under this transformation. Thus, from (2.25) ut have 

H -ZL 
11) 	

(3,7) 



MI  
M.C
, 

F 
k; 3,+! J7jfo,-i) ,jF(oii) Jf(t,o) Wf°,°)  

jF04o,-o J 0•f?r INS 	0) i-foo) JoF(r1) 1i-(op) 4(t,+) ff(o,1) £Fo-F(o,+') 
fl+O,o) Jfo,o) ,jf(o,o) 

IF 	i f10,-1) Jj4(70) 
33 3.? 	' 

2..,+2.. jf01o)  
0 0 —J 	-f+) jFE f(,+) 

; 2 j-fc!,-) ;-) f@, - ) jF(,o) Ji(0)C) ;+@c) -Jjf(i,+i) -JFCo,+ -J c-(+) 
OTI) 0 0 0 _Th:f(0) ) jf(c)  

l-I o,-jf(o-9 ---F(t,o) ,J-,+-Fco,H) 
.fff(,i) _W Tr, o,I) ;j :(o) l) -JF()o) 

i • 

-f(o-i) T0(,o) f(0,0) 4=52 	+1) 4,+;) J-FCo) 
rco1-i) C°f 9 VfC°r) f(o,o) Jffo~t) 

0,0 ________ _______ f,-) - 	 o f(o,i) -J-F(c) jfoo) W-F@,°) Jf(i,~i)  
Zi-2 -4(oo) Jf@) jf(i,i- ) : (1, 0) jE-Co,o) JT±fC0 

0 * Sfor) -FfC -D f(o) _J4(p)o) J(o,o) (1)+ 1) 
* -(or)EF(°r °) J -Fo)o) -Jf(°) +t) 

j ,± -f3 0) 71.co)  

çFPf)IFr j4(,o) 1Jf(o)o) ,jiFCo,o) 
fl 

TABLE 
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-5 1 o (oo) J - @o) O 0-r) jC,+) j7_0+co,i1) J+(t,o) 
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J h 44(0)C)  

0 - FL 
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so that in excitation from an S-state, of the 2L + 1 scattering 

awpiihudoo involving different or:ital angular momentum components 

in the excited state ir1necJiato1y after scattering, only L + 1 of 

these Will 	differ by more than an azimuthal-angle dependent 

phase footer. IbLis, as far as orbital annular momentum is Concerned, 

there will only he two 0-independent scattering amp J.3.tucics Man S-tP 

excitation,  f( l 3 = 1) and f' 	0), ane the amplitudoc for the 

production of a given orbital angular momentum projuctaon are given by 

± 	, 	= ±e 	 \t44 tp) 

f(Ii1s, M1=05 	cp) = le(L1S, (o1,9), 

The di polo ami :1 tudas A  are q\/Cn, in Cre: case of 
L 	L5  

transitions with I = 3/2, by 

-Zzr--F X- 
V4 	F 	1 

from equation 	(2.24). Tneu a omission amplitudes are 	lie U od 	:1mm 

3,2, for all posciulo transitions. 	The lacch coeficierits 

were calculated usinD formulae given by AMMAN, ]L[nTT 	and 	dUPE 	(Id)). 

Expressions for any desired probability me may he 	oHbai.rmed 	now 	in 

terms of the basic scattering amplitudes Film ;k ,Q) 	and 	the 	over- A 
laps of the atomic energy lends by substitution the results contained 

in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 into the non real relation (2.26). It now 

remains be decide what particular me's would be macreused or compared in 

the expori.mnoimts 

4.2 	 -- 	... I. 

In ue:.:.i.......nba W roncm vKhow>4 in PAO to CO CO an. scattered 
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electron in coincidence with the emitted p:ioton, the observahie 

often measurer is the relative cuentity 

TT Oq) = S-ffs900)  
where 

1T( )  )   
t WOG &

in 
+(?,) ) 

the w(< ;@.) HAD simply Lao w(k o 	the previous chapter and 

the painci zation directions ONNa  are ac 	shcuin in Figure 2.2. 

(P.3. 	For 	ths prosort, 	'io shall ignore Lhn 	ruct that electrons in 

real experiments are not in niqonstetes ok 	k). In analogy, 	we oh-all 

first consider ex:ariments in which the photon oHeervod is emitted in 

a direction perpendicular to the incident electron bone (z-axis) and 

comparison is madq between polarizations parallel end pErpendicular 

to the z.-direction as a function or the scattered electron direction, 

i.e. toe quantity noasired isTf(1,900) eon function of 1< (see 

Figure 3.1). 

. The two prcn ilitics La comperc;d Eve thurafono WAN  D0  

and MQUOIJI 	From onun Lion (2,23) Lhcsri era scan to be cloon 

by 

9-1 

F, 17,Fmr- 
fir, s 

and 

{A iAe'( l) 
tr' FMF 

11Fj ru5 

xf(F1 rk8) F(FMF) \ 



A 

e 	3L;i 

F IGUE 3.1 	i(a ,qo°) [Ersui•:;'T 



In tno absence of extetn1 mannotic ficids qronbcr than a 

few tenths of a rniliiT:sla (a f u gauss, the magnetic subluveTis 

of a given hyperfino iced 	 nay be considered. degenerate 	be 

Will air assume trt any oe.'lop hotudon he diffeir nt fine-structure 

levels, in note pc.ossium and sudun, may ba neolocted. Thus, the 

vectors F( , FHF) soy be taken no independent of 1. end 

The results c 	c c c,, 	.]isjeno sos ssch in .iidue1 oxcitn1or 

process rspresentcd by too col.unrs in 	ii. 3.1 are given in 

Appendix IV. 

Us ciii canfirs SL:5:5i5J. 	 Ll:.ti 	 isjits for 

it.;iens ieth uno ient.od atoes md electrons. The results for 

becomes 

Tf( cjcfl -
IS f 

&) 

where the f( JLL ;k ,) are tUE' spin-everaqcrj f(i 	; v 

parameter ' contains the inferno tion on tha n:rgy 1.nei soruct1 ire 

of the urci bed atori, and, in the present nest of 3 lk:iis with 1 = 3/2 , 

is given by 

= 	 ~ ioO+ 2) '+ 

-251E'C(')1 	(31t) 

ii it h 

E (FF.  

SLJ 	
(3l6) 

	

The sysoetry cf the 2 	
situation means 	 I3 level 

- 	 2 
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only enters into the analysis to add equal quantities to both 

and w() indepndonL of the hyperfine energy level stri;cturc. 

The terms in (3.14) involving cos2-) erise through the inter-

ference of the AM = +1;k,4) and f(i L = -.1. ;k,,Ø) scattering 

amplitudes. These intorferenc. Lures venisH if we average over 

I - 0), end then expression (3.14) has the some form eslI(k) with the 

IS differentia]. 	:oss-euu n a 	
Li 

,,,)12 
) 	I:en.eCiflg tee antel crass- 

sect i ens 

U M( 	= Z 	F(IMeIS 

(see FLOWN arid SE/4TuH (13)). 

Thus, experiments of this Lyre er simply tte; di fran Li.t1 fern 

of the usual measurements of the polarization of atomic radiation 

excited by electron inpec L , in which tea one Leaud electron is net 

observed. Whereas measurement oih) yields inforanAun on the 

relative values of 	1L1 k) , e:ncurc3rilent n fl (t, p0fl) (or the ( 

- averaged fore) yields information on th:. rrjAiuc mr,ituAs of 

f(  ''LI 
In general, the size 01114, 00) at any value of P red k 

on the scattering ampli udes at this angle and energy. Ho ever, we 

can find tea v:lue ofU(k fu°) at 0 	end P = lh[U without having 

to calculate the scabtarine amplitudes since ci; tease' angles the 

spherical Wrmonic Y (o,Ø) 	is zero, 	honor, 	from expression 	(3.3) 

We aSilelitUda ( 
l'Lt 	

= 	1) vanishes and 	thrwirra 	for ant 	incident 

energy 	(i.e, for any IH 



This is is the some VBILJ9 112:t holds fcc all angles P at the 

tjirsseold incident energy. As the energy of the incident electron 

is reduced to the threshold value (i.e. tho L energy which 10 jLISt 

sufficient to excite the level under consideration), the momentum 

of the scattered olectron rpdieos to zero. Thus, k—H, hence 1—PH 

and mi—Pt 	rn (From our choice of quantization axis) , and therefore 

±c ML)  
hy 	our 	an 	uriJtic!1 	ct 	r:cnc 	eort on 	C, 	""n 	o:hitni enruir momentun 

The 	ic:ae 	tt 	ro:mcnt 0 	pflOt€)n 	2O1Ti- izn ti on 	((<)) in 

C0JflCldnHCC with 	toni: rd 	iriolnaticaily acatt erad electrons would 

reproduce 	rho 	thrurr!o.La 	iaLL!o i:o 	Len 	suoested by 	If-JILT and READ 

(17). 

For any part: cub : alkali, rio valor of kiiu forward maci Lock 

scttcn.inp iimrts U LTI 1, iii depend on ti is onoegy level E-, Ur 	ure 

i.e. 	on eia 	vlue 	ut E: I: . 	. ) . 	Hc.i:eior, 	we 	may 	calculate the val UCS 
LJ 

for 	the two extroen c'wes E. 	F.)>>.I,  er ell F  

In the case 
o  	dna-;n3cete 	100:15 	(G 	<l) 	we 	have 

o)kc), tgoo_ 
(:3.19) 

This wouli else br the value or isotopes uItn I = U. In the cese 

of a oar strinci hyLnrfi.ne JrCO55ot1ofl producing well, resolved hyper- ypor- 

u,  rs us noon 

20) 

33 1 'O.ifl 	o:.c; 2 oth:-r :'Lrr' orialca 

150 reps 5010: (1,14) 	 rozetionot photons 



OffilOtod PaLIJaflolcUlmajy tu thy incident electron scattering direction, 

does not contain any turn involving ILberferenco :iatween i( 1Fc =1 ;k ,) 

and c( H =0; k ,) , and bcreors contains no information on the 

relative phases of these two amplitudes. This is because in transition 

to a given final state, the photons arisini from states excited via 

=O;k,) have a polarization vector 1.0 
 
which is normal to 

the polarization vector arising from the c!uay of states axcibad via 

c( 	) =1 ;k ,) 	In order to avoid this orthogonality pnd achieve 

SOLO decree of interference, thc potoni must be observed at some otner 

angle 	'5J0°. 

From the general expression (2.28),  uo hava that 

v,®)=K 
rl'r 3Fi1F 

14 Yi 

W 	 Sol ' r  

(3.71) 

and 

KE, 	 r 	 3' 

> 	'ipf( FMF 

(3.22) 

N3. u(kc 	is I 	andant c 	or contains no infor:et,ion 

on tie rolE 2 or p  ass of F(I 61 -1) —a '(• 2 	j since any inter I arena: 

terms must OEM by 2 in IQ (a: (2,27) 

Using 1-riles 3.1 ni 3.2 in (2.:1) 	(3.22) we orbain ass 

results listed in 2 :n0ix IV for E-ac.:i ax cit :tion process. 	7nin, 

concerning  oti:u-:.1 oss only with bo s1curLon for unpolarizur atoms 

anib o1octr:'s 	cri p: 	05r(®- 	ecomac 



rrQ,®) = [ 
c{stv2j LfCo; 	EsLn2(q ( cosJ)cos2 

(_ Q)Jf(Z 

&si 2B 	 t 	Lcos)if(°3 k) 

whero4 = roi part 	 f*( 3.;k,4 1 , andis qiicn by 

equation (3.15). 

Ida ntc;rc 	cuntruLion is a saitiva odari04  
= = 0  

U'fliC CnOCTT L1CCI 

(d,2) 

Inus, measuremants od(k, 4E°) at a i.vnii P and two or more 

values[ ( - 0) 	( - ) 	900 - whore the cortridution fran 

disappears - and some other value will ylaid both the L'HIOL1VC mini ludos 

and the phase differences (to within 2nTr1  of tre f( 	=U) and f( r 	=1) 

amplitudes at this angle and Enorqy. 

3.4 Ap.licationtosoct1unndtassium 

In ou;lyinq t)o foreaoin .;fioay to u:ticncl 	ras, nsiiply 

;avc to cvaJu:te he urnti ay 	to rale in di. activ Hs. r-.diation 

polarization to tha scattcrinp arp1ituds 	To rake patintions on 

the variation of pnat:on oo1ariz tion with lactron scat:niria anile 

the scatorini amplitudes oust La approx1:,:awd 
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In In this scction, vues of 9 for sodium end notassjum will be 

calculated from exerirneritei data and values of the scattering 

anpiltudes o3Lined from the 2-state (ns - np) cloac-coupUna 

calculations of K.-WLE and PETEKDP (13). 

3.4.1 Evpluetinn ol for Na and K 

In order to calculate 	all we require are the hyperfine 

enosqy separaiuns in 	
2 

ne 1)3/2  state and the lii etime, so triad each 

€(F.F.), given by expression (3.16), may be evaluated. 

In sect.i on (2.1), it was statud that the atomic electrons 

interaction nith the nominee coin would be assumed dobe the masnetic 

dipole 1.3 interaction producing states for tihieci F (r = I + 3) was 

a good quantum number. However, apart from car dci nsytcsetric cases 

0<1 	or D<11), there will also be a comparable electrostatic in tar- 

action of the atomic oloctrcrs with the electric qundrusolemoaent 

of the nucleus about its axis of spin. i.a interaction Hamiltonien 

is usually taken as (see, for examp).e, Dh]1S a 1, ci . (id)) 

whore a and b are te interaction censtents for the elactren(s) under 

consideration and arc proportional to the magnetic-dipole and olactric 

quadrupole moments Of the nucleus respectively. F is still a qood 

quantum number under this inturaction ens so our preceedinq enalycis 

is LIfleltCFed. 	energy of the levo]. F is found to be 

E(F) ..k&C 10{2()z()(I 

C = 	F + 1) - 1(1 + i) - 3(3 + 
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For For the present cases, I = 3/2  and 3 = 3/2  and we have 

E(3)— E(z) = 3cL--b 

EC3) —  E(I) 
E(2)- E(i)= z—b 

E() - E(o) = 3 2b 

For sodium, he only ebLindent isotope is 	Na, and by experi- 

wont WJ have  

a = 19.06HHz, 	b = 2.53iiHz 

(SERIES (20)), and V= 6.10 x 10 sec' (ALLEN (21)) 

Hence, from (3.27), (3.16) -.Inc-,' (3.15), we have 

(N) 	51.063 —. O,OZI_q g  
2 OO 	 (2.20) 

: 39 F or p 	.0 oLassjm, bhor 	n two ebundont isotopes 	K 	
41 

end 	K. 

From tf? masuromants o KL (22) ,

qK  

	we have 

b=Z7ZMft) 

	

) 	
7 11= 3- 52,  Y,  10 sc 

3•4°M Hz- 	b363LMiJ 

This yields 

oo5qS2.., 	
(3.29) %200 

end 

-' 10668 

PLan CE.ICUIr 1np .ir rEsults Lu eu uxpectud vi Lb ci:-eural potassium, 
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we must bake the auncJance-wc -Lghtcd av:ee o t -ie rosults for thu 

various w and tnen forri 	urnnulcinaTT. 	;ua is equivnt co 

CeLcu1aLiflT an 01 CGC1VO g or tHe nixcure cy taking thu abundance- 

ueignt-rd average of tho 	non t. cii treating tnn mixture as a single 

isotope wi. to this of fac tivo . Thus , for thu mixture, we cue 

(3. :31) 

It should be no:cd that tnie is not the same as taking the 

abundmnceuuirjhtod avarena of tuoThk; , i.e. we do not take 

- 3 1  [ 	14) 	
0,069 [7(L

, ) @) 

since tneTrziro not linear funceians c th•T u. 

The threshold, or furwerd and back-scattorino limits in the 

emission case are tnnrc-fore 

K 

fTT(h-qo'))j 	0 — 0.14.07 0167 01/tLj*9 0.1740 
) 

:3.4.2 	 Scattering 

Descriptions of the close-coupling approximehion con ha found 

in most standard works on atomic scattaring tacory. , full ne-np 

2-state close-coupling approximation may :c thought of a solving 

exactly (to within thu accuracy of tha nuseri cal com.u:.ation) the 

non-relativistic electron-atom scabtarin-  frunlu' foe a nyf. ".icel 

acorn whor-a po;aible status are cc, mplut ly ci.::ra 	y tenor 

cDIiaineteon: ci just ma two atomic stemus ne and rip. 

In 	lkulis , ttie valence :1 otron ía only u:akly bound to the C-' or. 
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(filled inner shells + nucleus) end almost :11 the deformation 

of the atom nrortuc::d be tie sc tteririi electron can be actributad 

to deformation of the valence electron wave function. This allows 

the further aporoxination used by Karule and Poterkop, that of neglect 

of the effect of the collision upon the inner electrons in th2 complete 

shells. Thus, the alkali atom is approximated by a single electron 

moving in a stationery field, this fiild being an proroximation 

of the stationary field of the nucleus and the remaining (z-i) inner 

electrons, the wave function of the electron Ming always given solely 

in terms of the ns and np valence electron wvn functions. It should 

ha reese tiit this, at first; sight very drastic, restriction on the 

distortion oL' the atom, still allows almost completely for the dipole 

distortion of the field of the oxtornel electron, since most of the 

dipole polorizability of the alkel atom arises from the coupling 

between the ns and np states. 

Kmru].e and Peterkop calculate the inelastic schtorirr on this 

model for values of the total orbital, annular momentum en to . 	U, 

electron exccienne being includes only rur 	(secept for K at 4e 

whore exchange is includ::ct in I = 4). 

From equations (3.3), (2.215), (:3.5) and (3.15), we see that- our 

'basic' amplitudes f(A 4- 	<,a) are given in terms of the karule arid 

Putsrl;orc 1-mo arix elsoents as fol],oum:- 

f?o)MLp) =LZ 

±2 A ( M1.) 1I  () T 

() 
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= 	A+ (ZMLl)P 
{ 	2 

± 	 mL R(&)T'  

and 

Zl A±  r  
± 0] 0?1   

	

___________ 	(c) 

(.D3) 

o icre 

Af.,tML)= ± 	 HM 1.  17 	Z 

Tha spn-averanecJ arnplitudos f( 	;k ,) are then given by 

19)+f(l,ML  
(3.34) 

3.4.3 RESULTS 

In Figures 3.2(o) - (d) ,(k,900 ) is plotted en a function of 

the polar scattnrinn an 	P hon collisions of unpolarized electrons 

and sodium. atonis at energies of 2.5, 3.0, 4.0 end 5.1DeJ respectively. 

The three curves I, II and ill shown in mrch fioure corrc:soondino 

to azinuthal separations ( 	i?') equal to 0, 
450 

 and 
qgC) 

respectivaly. 

From expresrion (.l4), 09 3rD that thevariation wite-Qis of the form 

cos2( - 	so that the 
O 
 and 900 curves (I and III) represent the 

extraces of this v arietion unich may no tnoLrnt of 	a smooth trans- 

ition fraw I, throunn II to III and back ogain tuico as ( - 0) goes 

froa 
0 
 to 3000. The decrease of(k,9D°) below the threshold value 

at any per ticuler P, for a riven ( - 0)9 is a measure of the relative 

marnitucin of 	f( ILl  =1) amolitudo at that particular P and enemy. 
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The The curves increase in complexity with increasing energy as more 

partial waves contribute sio.nificently to the scattorinT, i.e. for 

the sane reason that differential cross-sections increase in 

complexity with increasing energy at low energies. The sharp rare of 

increase of f(i) with angle at small valus of @ at the highar enurmios 

quoted, reflects the significant contributions from the higher partial 

waves. This would be expected in such strong dipole transitions cuing to 

the relatively long range of the dipole interaction. Indeed, at the 

highest energy quoted QV), there is probably a non-negligible 

contribution from partial waves with >9 , md the inermaso in f(l) is 

probably sharper than is given by the present aproxinetion. 

It is obvious from equation (3.14) and from On curves thesis-elves, 

that the best reflection of the magnitude of f(l) relative to f(0) at 

any particular Q and k occurs wnen the photon is emitted in a plane 

normal to the plane of the incident and scattered electrons i.e. in 

curve III. From equation (3.14) and the value given in (3.32), it is 

readily 5- on that in this situation we can recover the relative melt rio 

of C(l) (or, in the experimental situation, determine it) using the 

"relation 

r(k8)= LG;k8)t 	j rl700Trc')1 
- 	 - -- E - - 

L 1--710iTcI) 
(3.35) 

A 
wherelT(l) is the value oJ1(k,t0

o 
 ) for k in the direction P with 

-. 
= 90'. However, as stated before, no lnrorea:lon on the rm1arva 

piese of f(l) and f(0) is contained in these curves. 

In Figures 3.3 (a) -  000 5,4
0 
 ) is plotted for the same 

initial situations as in Figures 3.2 (a) - (d), This time, the three 

curves I - III, shown in each finure coerospurd to az1eutei 

separations ( 	) equal to 0, 900  and 1800  resectivedi.y. From 
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nighest energy. For larger scattering anqirs, 	 .t 5eV 

incident energy too amplitudes also become approximately orthogonal 

(ISN'T for a snort angular rang: around P 1% A. 

We results for11(1,450 ) in a natural mixture of potassium 

isotopes, at incident energies 1.8, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and S.NV, are 

shown in Fiauros 3.4 (a) - (e) respectively. As for Na, we show 

curves I - III corruelionuirlg to 	- V = (JO, 
	and lBu1[ff ) 	( ) 

TT(4) respectively. 

Is we woulc expect from the basic similarity of toe two atoms 

the results for K have a consida table number of points in common with 

those for Na. Since K is the larger atom, and also since the threshold 

energy for the excitation process is 0.5e\J lower in K then in Na, we 

would expect that, at a given energy, more partial waves would make 

significant contrihLJtior1 to the scattering on K than to the scattering 

on Na. This is borne out by the relative complexity of the curves in 

the two cases. I us, at 3eV incident enary on W ( U. cLi asove 

threshold) We curves are sLrJr bite tee WV curves for K but 5C'C 

quite similar to those for K at 20 incident entrrjj ( 0.4eV asove 

threshold), both being obviously dominated by d-wave scattering 

(compare curve Ii in aeon case) and the pKoso difference IS1  :cconinq 

I '-. 
greater .hon 7e at 8 = 116 

0 
 in K and 8 	0 i 110 	n Ka We curves I 

and III).  For potassium at the Hits: T energies, We structure of the 

curves becomes quite complex so NO at 5eV the f(l) and 00) ampli- 

tudes sweep in and out of phase (i.e. 	 ,\> 	WHI) four 

times as 8 cots from 00  to 160
0 . 

The magnitude and phase information ray bn extracted in be sane 

way as for sodium, We relevant foraul'e for the natural mixture 

being 
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1! 

r I 
Li - 57+7 fl(z)J 

 
and 

Cos Y~ = ± ( +r) [10473TT()- 1 
4r L 	-1T  

In tote the He end K atsuits, it is fairly easy to follow a 

smooth transition in hofiaviciur from each energy muotod to the next. 

This is a common feature of the .two-state approximation when used at 

energies where both channels are open. Hopid variatios in b:haviour 

over small energy renions stove the threshold for excitation imply 

the presence of some sort of resonance whose oneroy width is No width 

of the behavioural 'aeiation and in toe prascnt 2-state oppruxi riation, 

muon resonances wou].c.I not he obtained. 

in a resonance, the 900tsE.rin : electron may he thougnt of as 

becoming temporarily hound to the atom for a ti;o reiah:d to we 

energy width of the r:sur- ance. If the state of the negative ion 

formed during trim process is based Upon a state of the neutrel atom 

whose energy is lower tern We incident kinetic Cnsro\' of &P electron, 

i.e. if tee rasorcance is an open-c annel-reep-,o' Type 11- resonance, 

the atomic fields are usually such that the enemy width of two 

resonance state is not much less than leO. Such resonances, based on 

two 3m or 3p states in ha or the 4s or Lcp states in h, would he 

detected by the aperoxiarticin used by karulo and tetor<op, but would 

probably not require calculations at energy separations UT1UCfl less than 

leO for tneir detection. If the variation in benaviour is to occur 

ovr much narrower energy rewions :an leO, and hence he missed y the 



results shown, the state of the necetive ion f'orrjed must rohably 

he one aesed upon a state of the neutral atom waich is hiqher in 

energy (3--love the initial atomic state) than tne kinetic enemy of 

the incident electron, i.e. tee rascn nee must he a closed-channel 

- Or Type I - resonerica. in 	aauel employed by Karulo and Petarkop, 

tee only St Ln Ci 	toa Cen 1eV ,  ar, tne ns and, np states, and there- 

fore the external elactrcn cari only bcne bound to thc atom in the 

ns or the np state. Thus, since L:J8 are only considering enemies 

above the oxcita tion threshold for the np state, then any r :soner1cas 

that occur will he open-ceannul resonances and hence we nay me ucinehly 

that, an far us tea present upr'axiaatlon 	concerned, the 

variaJon wife on rqy i a fairly edenutely spled, in fE 

thresnold to hotl, by the enormies quotad. For a riscussion of such 

resonances of botn typee, sue for example 	R ll'KE (23) or 1--,d5EY and 

P LRHU P (24). 

To test the sensitivity of the observations to the type of 

scattering modal used, obviously we should compare results predicted 

by several diffecent nodels. At thu time of tenting, the only matrix 

elements aveileo.lo to to:,-- aiutdor were those of Karule and Puturkop. 

Howevcer, it is intended, at a later date, to conpare their predictions 

wi.ta those of more sopnisticated scateorine ap:roxir;: tions as they 

becoree available. 

3.4.4 ExpcctudCoupt-Pa 

In this section, mc shell derive an order of masnitude estimate- stimate 

OF of the count rate to no expected in there experiments rend fence their 

a cci hi lit y. 

If the differential ceoss-cacetion for thu aecitation pren:ns 

averemed over the onerry dntrfutiani of tee incident olactrens, is 
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d/dfl., then the number of inelastic scatte.rng counts per sacond 

which result in electrons being scattorcj to the detector is 

Ye = 

we ore 

= number o aL ctrons pa-sing through the interaction volume 

per sscond, 

NA 	number of stems in tea jet: are ti onvolume at any given 

time, 

A = area of cross-section of tho electron beam, 

ond the integral is taken over the solid angle subtended by the electron 

detector at toe nburaction region 
0
. 	no: the po rization of the 

radiation is fairly seal], in bbs cases we hove i3Ocn Cuosidrrinh, we may 

assume, as a first approximetion, tnt the radiation is emitted 

isotropically, and that half tee photons arriving at the detector will 

rooister in given polarization analyser . T:ius we may nay thei: the 

number 01' events occurring per second in w sich si photon of' polerizutioni 

A 	
4 	 ' 	 4 o strikes the piotcn oeeeceor one tee associ:-iaeo iflUlESbJcC,L1V 

scattered electron strikes the electron heoctor is nS.vsn by 

£. ('eNA C thr cth 
87T 

Me 

wi,,er&XI ic :on solid angle su'etended by the photon detector. If the 

electrons are det'e'cted with an efficjsncve end the eotons with 

efficiencyjL, ten L:e rats; at 	SLC:) 'true' coincident events are 

observed is 

c 	 2 c1fle 
87V A dn 
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assuming coo resolution time V of the coincidence circuit is long 

compared to the lifetime of thu excited st ':e-nd nslarti no the 

'dead' time of the circuit. 

The nurh:r of 'random' coincidences eupL ering in the circuit is 

given by 

flp 
7r 

a 
A /a 	 (3.42) 

where n p = total number of protons arriving K the dutector per 

second in polarization s040  

87T 

0 being We to hal crrss- section for exrOM&P K thn 2 P levels at 

tha incident energy concerned. 

tic must now cake on noti.rnotc of the rrntities in (f,dl) one 

In order to avoid in buracti.ons of an eecitrcl Num Pith neighbouring 

atoms and reabsorption of the emitted photon by other alkoli atoms 

icitner of which have boon allowed for in the proceeding theory, no 

will assume thea the alkali is in the form of an atomic beam. t\ typical 

alkali berm density is 

= 10  
atoms/cm, 

obtained by the author in the laboratory Olt a simple molecular 

effusion oven. Hinder densities may be obtained with multi-channol 

or hydrodynamic regime ovens (son, for oxarnIe, P.fULI and TL!EN:ItS (25)). 

HAF .H end KLIhL°Ei;. (fi) , in non-coincident ucxp:rnents on 

excite ion of the alkali rsun:rr. lines, used an electron rearm of 

IMAM 2  flux density. The energy spread cf this ba;u.n OSS NOV, which 

is SLlfflciacflt resolution to identify the ir1a. soiceily scatturad nlioctr:ris 

in both ha and K. Taking a hcm cross-section of jcm oivus 
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Le NA = 	s. Io2/crn_sec. 

Tre Engular sDrad oF 4- no eluctron barn was 	and so w will 

. coricr e 	 0 
.-Lu me jein 	'p..ven 03' a cone or semi-angic 5 	i • a 

fl =fl p 	x io 2  sterariians. 
0  

Ida dit'fernntiaJ. cr:es-sncLicrs 

= J-F(p;kfr)l+ 21F0c)&) 

are snown in FiU9S 3. 	(a) gr 	- (d) and Finures 3.6 (a) - (d) For ra 

and K resncctivr5ly, calculated usinn thu Karule and he t:rkop T-matric:s 

It is obvious 
I 
 'j7c ,ili these curves that measurement will he most Oiff'icL:lt 

at large anr]].FCs of scattering, especially at the higher energies. 

he a typical example we will consider thu scat burl nrj on ha at 

4eV incident energy. From Figure 3,5(cj we sEw 	nb the 	flIfl :u 

the di Churnntirl cross-soc tiun ot this OI1C is not varying very ,y 

with enrgy (fro: 3r2/stoi;e.dian at 3eV tom2/steredien at 

5eV) or wiLn amglo, so rio may take the approximate value OF 2a/steradimn 

as erplying over the en:rqy and englar moo 

çdne 
=SP  

focp)I1dk2e 	 = 
JL 

Inc total excita ion canoe-sec ia  at Lois enemy is 

A. 

= 	 2'9 XtOcp 

Ide electrns may be detected wiet almost iLd,,. efficiency  

resonance rediabior, p otucultiplior efficuncies ore L. 10 

[>:bcndod 520) so that takira i.n;a account losns in 	..... 

file a etc., em 	v arruw -  
. 
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Using these vluus in (3.41), we find 

fl = 0-79 coun&s/SCC. 
(3.4) 

If tee resolution of the coincidence circuit is tcen as 

t- -7 	 . 	 - 
10 	seconds (a 

-
:iL'ly slow circuit), L. en all out U.2e. or the 

rc-su1tine photons will be emitted within teis time interval after 

atomic excitation since the lifetime of the sodium 3 P state is 

approximately iOns. From (3./!2), the random coincidence rate is then 

=1 .78 caurits/sec. 

A simplo type or coincidence measurement would he one whore the 

delays intruducad arc. such that two measurements can he pur formed. In 

one, all the true coincidences err; noesured as well as toe random 

COiflOid0000s , and in the other, only random coincidences occur. The. 

true coincidence COLflat is than found by stihf dctinh those two mUee'.ire-

men to 

= (tC+NR) -NR . 

The accuracy of such a rneaswament is thee hivon by 

= [-L 0 -,- 2-'.'1  P,)] 

If' toe countinq interval is a tin: t, then the avorare values of 

and N,  are me one nt respectively. Tous, from (:3.z) and (:,71.4-j 

wc hove 

r 

L Nc j 	0624.é 

Thus, if we went to meeSLJc: 	 to the accuracy •of ] 
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then 

& 	 ,.Io'secs. 's-' 19 twurs. 
O6 214- 

If we asr.umo 	to be 	M, then a i. error in each w() 

gives S'fl.U07. 

Thus, around the minima in the differential cross-sections, 

the measuring times would be lonl, but by no means impossibly so, if 

a reasonably accurate value of'is to be obtained. Howeve4 it 

should be noted that over most of' the annular range, the tines involved 

would be less tarn halt or the nauve velue • indeed, for scai;torinri 

angle of up to 30°  or more, the times involved would he less than 

one tenth of this value. 

The results derived in sections (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) arc not 

meant to be very accurate predictions of tne experimental results - 

for this, the predictions must be pro'rly mv:raond over the energy- 

and angular-response functions of'  die apparatus - but simply to be 

reasonahie guides as to what can be expected. 
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CH3PTEfl, 4 

SOO,E COc:5EUELCES OF SCT1ERIOG ALLJ[:G THE IHCIDENT DIRECTION OR 

T E3ESGICS CLC-SE TO IHRESH3LD 

In tnis chapter, we shall consider situations in whicn the electron 

is inelasticoll\' scattered dorm the z-axis, i.e. along 0 
- 	

or 

-

O 

.
0 

0 	 -' 

I 	• It will be shown that in format i on on the spin exchange 

processes takirr, place canne obtained by comparin the intensities of 

the left- and right-circularly polarized linet emitted along this 

direction. In one respect, similar efOocts are produced in scattering 

at enemies just above the threshold Oar excitation. 

4.1 	SOd FTEOI S 2LUG THI lLOI!jEOT DlEOTIU 	Y POL.,iZED OLK:'LI s 

The polarization v -ctors describing right- r nd left-circular 

pclnrization of photons emitted along tee directieri 	are nien 

by 

e—
A 

--[eLe) 

Thus, using tna general eXureseaun (2 .2-3) , we navo 

0:s ~ cs). - 6: (P,)) K Z 
T1 F IZTF F 

-- Aosirl 0— A+ (cos 	)LccP) 

+ 	i F M, k) f 	) \ , 	 (4.2) 

for t:'ic SCITO a.Uali excit: icr rmc eary cc d;;r!Eioured in the last 

chapter. Thus, for photon eniscian in ta foreT ad hicaction, :'e kayo 
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(& = K 	IEA +(r s FM F;kfc F)L 
(4.3) 

The dipole amplitudes P areust those riven in tn pactr 3, and 

the scattering amplitudes are related to the Lsic amplitudes 

"'''S '1 'L ' ' 	
in t 	iiiay as in the 	cnapter 

As pointed out in aeci cli 3.2, the so teal ng ampi. itude(Ij =i) 

vanishes in toe forward -inn b-chie ad direc 	
[JO 

and 1 tO° , so 

that only three basic empttudes corttr i.bute to tit. scetterina . neanly 

Pco)) 	o)O ) t ) ) ana f(1,0,(0) 
the f 	indicating the anti .sya;raeteic (triplet) case whore m 	H, 

as before. For brevity, those amplitudes will now LJO denoted by 

f(AH 5  ;L) . 	It will not he shown tha.t corneerison of the intunsi.tiec 

of the O. :nd 	radiaTion emitted nlun the a-direction yields 

information on the mennitude of 1(1 ;k) relative to the site of the 

magnitudes of the other two. 

To 53E this most directly, me will. connidor Lne case of' alkali 

atoitis with zero hyperfine interaction or of ones in whinh the riuci.aor 

rner)netic moment nes been completely decoupled from tha nit ctronic 

mamnetic moments by a strong external field anlied along tha axis 

of quentization , i.e. alnae' tee direction ofincident electron 

momentum. lsstimne, as in toe previous chapter, tnet the fins--structure 

levels of the alkali are vail roscilvuci, we have, from expressions 

(3.$) ano (3.g) 

= 	 Wok') c: 	
(4) 

From the properties c; i 	Cl'Thach-dordcn CC ft iciants it (t.4) , it 
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is evident that F, can only tEka the values +- :nd therefore, since 

can only take the values radiation can only arise from the 

decay of the N0 = ~;, and O- 'rom the N1 = - excited states. Also, 

the value of 	excited mill be uniquely determined in tne scat tering 

by the value of[i amplitude if the ato-,,-is are initially polarized, 

i.e. all in the same r state, since then 	includes only one value 

of Fi' and 
S 

= Ii 	= Ii I + (ii 	- N ' ) 0 	s 	s 	s 	s 

ThLS , the value of AN in the scatterina or:Llitude de(-.ermines iiE ethT.1 

the circularly nolarizod radiation emitted in the decay is O oro-. 

Equation (4 .4) yields, for totally polarized atomic sources 

J(o) = 	 (M
1 = --) 

= 	1iTo)1+(o) 	, (p4= -±). 
(4.) 

The process is 111w; brabod in Firure 4.1 for atoms initially 

polarized with Ni 

If the atoms are partially polarized with a polarize- ion 

- 

FJ(F 	bring tao number of atoms in the state !;, 0 uablon (4.4) giess 

Vfr(c) 
= 2=K NA{(! 	)c°]~ 9 	 (4.G) 

Thus, if we measure the essyr1;:etryA O tn left- and riLit-ciacularly 

polarized light, defined by 



(IIAiV).J 

c 

= ..CVN i I: J 

0 	ifl 	IJ0I 	0ZI hOd 	JO 

t•t, JjfloIJ 

AOJiJa iIjijioxo 
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- 	 —w'(o.) 

(4.7) 

we outniri 

= A 
lfc°1 

where, for orevity, we denote the spin-oxcoenee cross-section by 

2 
and the non-spin-exchngo cross-section by ff(o)J 

2  

lf(1)I 2 	()12 	lf'(°)12 	If(k)I2  + 	
2 

The spin 	cHano crr:s-soctian rmpr:eits a much lararr frnr.ti on 

0 
of the total scettorJ.no  for P = 1PU than for P = P . Semi-cJrssicaliy, 

t is may he thought of as due to forward scattering being mainly tho 

result or weak collisions involving lame impact perametars where 

the overlap of the electronic and atomic uric functions is small, 

whereas the backward scattering is mainly the result of smell impact 

parameter collisions where the overi:p , and - once We probqhility of 

/ 
exchanne , is large, ir :ae n 

2 
 5- n 

2
P macito ion in alk ohs , this e I act 

is node very noticeable by the presence of the long-range dipole 

interaction whicn qiv: s rise to a very str no forward scattering peak, 

nearly all of' which occurs in high or:ital angular momentum channels 

where exchange is negligible. 

Thus, in the low enrgy region, Hhwr2 the atsalute size of the 

spin-exchange corse-section in the P = 
180  

direction is of the same 

ord::r of' magnitude as that in the P =0 direction, the obsurva!:ion of' 

in coincidence with hock-scattered (P 	1200) ulactrens will be the 

more sensitive nieasuremnt. [bviously the deflecting fields mould 

have to be arranged so toet the back-scattered mlctrons did net inter 
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act with the ircomini Electrons to any significant extent. The 

sizes of the spin-excnge cross-section, tf(i)I 2 and the non-spin-

exchange cross-section (f(uj , in aoth tha forward and backward 

directions, their ratio, and the assymmetry ' for P = +1, are 

listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for Na and K respectively (calculated 

using thy sccu:•e T-naricas asAfore.) 

Since the ei;ctron detector must subtend a finite solid angle 

at the interaction region, the condition that P = 0 or 1800  must he 

relaxed to some extent and the effect of direct comparison,  of the 

different fV )I 2 hecomes somewhat masked by contri utions from 

I -'<4 . homin, this will be less troublesome in 'the back- 

scattering than in the 	forward scattering. Tho J..ergm forward 

scattering peak includes a rapidly rising 1;k  
2 

Ps P 

increases from zero duo to the contributions from la-ge values of the 

orbital angular momentum. This may be illustrated by considering, 

as an weampia of the 'higher incident energies the case of 

electrons incident on sodium at 5eV energy. 1F we eunc,se an electron 

coJJ_actir'n cone of srcii-:nri; u upgraps, teri on integrating the 

cmplitubec cv r La cull. action acne (mci. MA-'t ic integration of 

a 5 point; Lagrange intorgolation for each amplitude) we obtain the 

foliowirct results. For On forward scattering case 

= ooS a 

t;narefore; 

SI-cM= t)jfl- 

S 	°)t ID- (4 • 

NUS, On cact OF tin INKS  = 1)1 in cIanead by the much 



(eV) (oEcfS) (Q/s&er.) (a/Me) _ ) t 1(r3=I) 

25 194- o't5 ovuo +oc7 
30 o 098 4o95 00215 +0.934.0 

4.0 0.07 62..5 00011 +0.9978 
5.0  027 161 0007+oqq6 

2.5 ell el 4-77 0•62.4. +O2IO 

62.-7 o79 -0 1 i7O 

4.0 3.04 2.a55 1Vi2 -00877 

5'0 176 zo'- 0.63 ±00737 

r 

AbSYIiET R1[3 IN AXIiL 	C FEiIG [iN 	ULiID ;[1t' 

E 
(e.\/) (ERs)  

If(o) 

1.13 293 6'S7 0.8 2.07 00985 

20 3•9 21'73 01488 407410  

30 0 0'7Z. 1 30 0 0055 +01391 

4'0 233'6 0'007I 4-09860 

5.0 2.03 277 0.0073 .9g5'- 

2.92.. 1.2.7 -000GO 

2,0 5•9 10E7 0551 +0Z894. 

30 1 90 4-87 0'763 +0 134- 

4.0 077 376 7.o5 +0.6600 

5'O 038 61 	1 - os- .0.3969 

r:i:s i 	<IL SCTtE: 
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larger Ivan 
L = 

q12 
over a cone of this sizn, 	uwevor, for the 

back scattering case, we fine 

= t2ZI xo 3a , 

- O'1206 a 

so that 

SwAmL.=   )r- n- 	
=013 Y' 10 

Sj-F(AMs=1,AM L=  o)} 2'cLCL 

Thus, the treatment; outlined above is still valid to about l 

accuracy for a back scatUAn.j col nc.Ldnnco neasure'ienL under these 

conditions. 

If the above treatment is to apply to Na orci K, a large decoupling 

magnetic field (i3CtmT in the case of K, 32fl0mT in the case of Na) 

must he applied along the incident direction. •fhi.o will, in 

general, be inconvenient from the practical electron-optic point of view.  

Indeed, it would be very difficult, in the presence of such a field 

to reduce the angle of the forward scattering collection cone to 

such an extent that the spin•exctianoa cross-section would dominate the 

= 1 cross-section, owing to the tendency of electrons scattered 

through larger angles to be confined to tight helical paths along 

the field direction. In general, therefore, it would be more conven- 

ient to carry out such experiments in very low nannetic fields. This 

situation will now be considered. 

The most convenient method of prodecina a spin-polarized alkali 

beam is by use uf a 6-pole magnetic field (see, for example, 



(27) 
or or 	et1.(2)WIiCfl acters 	thick positive 

lens for atoms in states witt positive effective magneic moments, 

and as a nagecive lams for atoms in states witn no ative effective 

mognetic moments. 	t Jflhi r antic finds, toe focussed beam consists 

of all ground states 1k', H1> uitn H' =-& and is therefore i00 

spin-nolerized. Hnuevor, in very low nnpnetic fields, 	the states 	in 

the focussed bean bacone, for 1=3/2, 	toe ( F'H> 	states 

(4.11) 

(sue, for example, SkITH(2. InLis, in low fields, 'jO must consider 

the situation ES the collision of electrons with alkali atoms in 

the follojion 	states: 

/ 1 

k>  

~Jzr 	 Vb+> 
(4 • 12) 

i.e. the process can be considered as tH sum of the individual 

processes arisinp from collisions with atoms in each of these SOVSn 

Y ,i) states mite the waightina 	rasractivelv. 

The procedure is the same as before - we simply substitute the 

results contained in Tailos 3.1 and 1.2 into the expression (/i.3) 

	

0 	 0 
with the cor,oit.ion that P = L' or 180 . The final r:sults, for 

col Jsions with the focussed six-pole beam in a renion where the 

external macne tic field P aproached zero, are as follows 



kA/- p W ()oc c{37 

	

- 50[I4-Go)] 	()r-+ U51 -170 

— 51 [i + E2(3Q] 
- 180 [1 +8"Q~,z I;] 	 1

kF()I2-) 

{ 
— so 	+(zc)]13lf(o) ± { 100 t — io* (32.)1 S 	e(3I)I  

e(Ft)]L75 6o)J±75 + E( 2i)] i 2 

In qeneral, the 6.-pole optics will not be per" act :nd a small 

fraction of the atoms in the inturactian roqion will he .in the 

defocuosed states. Foliowinq through the caine prOceJuru for 	the 

defocussed beam, ma find 

t 	6 # ek zi L 	eo cC f 80 - Co 	 EC2J 

7S+Gk f-fO) , 

W- . 	 M 	 ){ 	 ET 	t  

—5O[tfE o)]'jf(o) 

- gc [+c z)]!2..s [+. €o)]-75i-&s24) 
 

(4.14) 

In p:actice, 	finite rnaqnutic field mill ha raairad in tie 

inLaracjon resion to ensure that tao atoric alinnonti alcn-j the 

-52- 52- 



required direction (incident elctron direction) ann nL ooee 

arbitrary directicn given by the direction of thn last nori-negliqihia 

'stray' field tbae the atoos encountered. Provided this field is 

kept snail 	.laT) the energy level overlap factors, r= , in expressions 

(4.13) and (4.14) nay he taken as thl zero field values (see Chapter 

3) . Hoeetjsr, if tOL, field is 1:::eqor 	u tenths of loT)I tnen tie 

enrgy levels oust ho d:toroined using Sb: ucak field Zeeman formula. 

The expression (4.13) and (4.14) still apply p:avided the magnetic 

field is still seall ertoug:' to enoiro teat thI above description of' 

the angular momentum properties of the satiunary states is still 

veiid; they do not apply in the presence of' interniodieto or large 

fields. 

The dif Forence in behaviour for different ovr1ops of thw excited 

state energy )vels is wall illustrated by considering the two extreme 

situations. 

For well resolved nyporf'inc. structure, the asyne try function 

.7) is given, for the focussed been, by 

= 	300 1 -F(o)+ 75( 

07 8 f(o)+ L076 t-F(t) 	 (4. 15)  

and for dLg.:n rate Hyp. 	levels by 

- IS _ (o) — i)7 

- 4- Lif(o~ O)t2 S 	 (4.16) 

to lotte r 	irj tee 5000 	t: 	liven by c - rero nuclear spin 

for!.ulo (4.6) since at lou fields, be: 	n-puia:izetion of the 

focussed six-polo mean is P = +6.25. 

Po1-rized alkali beams of similir denaities to tnooe quotod in 

Chapter 3, onction 4.4, rove coon obtained in oh: loboretory by to: 

mutt- or, and t:e'efore, since the; crass-sec bin:;:  
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for @ = 1800  are at least as lame as the minimum differential cross-

sections guotot in that section, the count-rates to be expected for 

the heck scattering experimants up to 5eV will. he of the some order 

as those gun ted in 3.4.4. Howavar, the experiments mev ho more 

difficult for the forward scattorine case if the coiiirctlon cone 

is to ha kept small enema uo prevent rim china of tha effect by 

exci bebion. In this case, since the nxperi:untai 	erjr 	for 

forward- and hack-scattering only recuires that the position of the 

interaction cc defined in the plane perpendicular to the incidont 

electron direction, the incident olmrctrcrn beam may be meroEd with 

the atomic hi-"am to give a much longer interaction path and 'nnncr-r 

bettor count rates. 

4.2  FMi:IIID tND JtCK W/\iS1 INELASTIC tcrurru 11r LF PuL;uIZED 

ELEC1ThhS O F':L.CLikY; E:LEcruuLJ PhL'RIZAiIOil' LETEdTUR 

In this section we will turn our attention to the excitation 

of mercury resonance 'radio'.—ion by the ir.mpect of polarized electrons, 

initially applying toe sane conditions on the scabturing as in tao 

previous section. 

The process we wise to consider is thcr foliow.ino 

Hn(6'S) + e —*Hq(o P ) + e 

L*Hg(615) +  

Lo ciii. consider, initially, toe situation for nv;n mass nuehar 

isotopes of r;rrrcLlry for which I = 0. 	In heavy abuns suc at riarcury, 

the snin-oreit interaction oL 	1--c—,cures lemma end COLIOSS 	brarkdmun 

in tac ussell-5nundomg description of toe 'stationary' ertmnic states. 

It is in this tray anat we can rave inbercoureinumtjon lines, sLich as the 
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- SS, taking place via eloctric dipole emission. To employ 

the sme techni ucs as we have been Using already, we siarily expand 

- 

the 	staLicin:ry states in teens or 
. 	 - 

pure urse11-Saunoers 	L;,!'1> 

states. Of the states of intorast in the Ss  end 6s Gp coniquraticns 

-' the b 	6 H2 and a P0 stetos rooan as pure usse3
-
-oeun ors staes 

under the L.S interaction (see for example Condon and Shortley (o) 

for the matrix of the L.5 interaction in nsn'l confinurotions) but 

the 6P1 and 61P1, stoacs become mixed; 

3PI1M7. 	0(P3L,1-)---3P.) t,t*r> 

- 

(1! . -1. t) 

2 	2 
where 	+ 	= 1. 

The excitation enplitudes to the Huaseli-Snunders states are 

given, as usual, by 

Zr,M,- 
ftsL,tA) rE C$L,i

MSMt- 
$iL -FsLM5MLç,q) 

'l 	I,Mr 
:. +(3F1,M ,k,cç) o(~ C it,M&ML 

-2I c 0 cM r  E- 
MS ML 

(4.19) 

Since the initial atomic state is a IS stat-:, we nave I' = U and 
0 	 S 

boorofore, still assunin tne sporaLo cons: rvation of 	-:neCLin 

the collision we have 

Vi = a' - m 
5 	5 	S 

Thus, for olactrons scattered ine1asticeliy olono the ournt_ 

ization  axis, wiich is ekcn, as before, along the direction of tfie 



ic i d e n t, incident electrun moerrituri, (4 .i) becomes 

f(3Pi,M) = 
 ict)15mS (ti') 

M-M5 

C 0-oiooØ). 
(4.21) 

ow, m 
-rn 

 can only be positive if r = -- end negative if 

m j!. 	--- so we see that under those conditions excitation of H_ = a 	 J 

can only 000LJL' with incident eloctrone LJOOSEj spin is m = +Fnd - 

that OF ri3 = -1 only with rriSl 	 If tn: polarization of the 

incident C1Lchron beam P is d: fined by 

Im N(m=+k) +N(=-) 

than we may write 

j-. 
± e)  

k) = - s4(0100) 

(4.22) 

The radiative decay to tho ground stare occurs via the singlet 

part of the 
3 

 P 
1 
 wave function and no electric-dipole radiation arises 

from roe ocoar merreers of tne muitiplet o P2  and b P0 . Following 

through a procedure similar to that of the previous section Lsirr 

(4.1b) a find sfiroiy 

3 j- 

Tius, an observation cf the asymmetry of tb: loft- end ricyrt-circuirely 
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polarized light omitted along the direction of the incident electron 

momentum in coincidence with the electrons scattered inelasticelly 

along this direction yields, in this case, the polarization of the 

incident electrons along this direction, i.e. the longitudinal electron 

polarization 

= C)-(°-.) = 
j-  (cq.) ± w. (c) 

(4.24) 

As a method of measuring the polarization of' an assembly of 

electrons, this procedure would be somewhat coeplonentary to the 

usual hott scattering method (see, for: example, FAdAGIJ (31), and 

KESSLER (32)). In both soetarinq, the transverse polarization (i.e. 

the polar- izabiun measured along a direction p rpmndicular to the 

electron momentum) of fairly high-('Ko\J) or high- (lODKoV) energy 

oloctrons is ooacured, whereas in the above procedure the lonqitud-

ina.i polarization of low-energy electrons is measured. In most 

sources of polarized electrons, other than those using Hott scattering 

itself, the electrons do, in fact, c:ierns with low energy end longituci.. 

mel polarization, and therefore this would be a convenient method of 

rneasLjr'ernent. However, bearing in mind the very low currents produced by 

sources of polarized electrons (typically lO), this method, 

rec:uirinq coincidant detection of both photon nd inelesti.caily 

scattered electron, is too inetficiant to be of any practical value. It 

becomes of interest, therefore, to axacine the possibility of utilising 

this effect in non-coincident oxp:iac:rits etei.'m only the emitted Cr::.  

photons would be observed. 

4.2.1 NO1.'_0Ir:CIUEdT V5IbN 

When tse ineleseicolly scattered electron is not observed, then 
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two additional processes contribute to the observed omission. 

The excited state of interest may be populated 

via a cascade process. 

This occurs when the incident electrons have sufficient energy 

to excite highe.r energy atomic states wnich can then decay by 

radiative transitions to the excited state of interest. Obviously 

the above arguments concernina the Excitation amplitudes do not 

apply to such a process. huch procree 	can, however, be avoided 

if the energy of the incident electrons in kept low enouch. Indeed, 

if the electrons are incident at the oneroy correspond i n to the 

maximum of the excitation crors-section of the 6P
1 

state  

and have thermal energy spreads, then such cascade processes can he 

avoided since the first higher status which can decay to the jP 

steto ore the 75 states which lie at 7.7 and 7.9eV, nearly 2eV hihoi. 

Thus, by operating within a few electron volts of the threshold 

energy, the oxcitation is at its most efficient end there are no 

contributions from cascade. 

Since we are now averaging cier al]. directions of 

the i.neirnticelly scattered electron, the condi Lice 

that only 	= 0 states are excited no loncar, in 

general, applies. 

3y itself, the transfer to the atom cf rbital angular momentum 

components dent the axis produces eivaJ. axcitetion of the 	~1 

and 	= -1 suostates cmi consenuently meal pro. ability of 0 orid 

emission anencni ens of 	lact ron pulerizetion. Teis, Pm torn, 

reduces the dan. nhnncn of PPm 	tr 	feno I. on 	C-j 1 -1 L., 1:1 not rj i zozion 

of the incident olncrons. Poiov.r, toe orininal argument will still 

no en ehoroximate description of the state of affairs provided the 
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cnerqy of thu incident electrons is close to the threshold for 

excitation. As pointed out previously, at the threshold the 

scatterinn is purely 5-tievo end therefore 

Q(ML0) 
—to. 

c(ML=O) 

At energies not for etoee ths threshold, tba scatterina will still 

be dominated by the S-wave contrisution and the above ratio should 

still remain snail. Tus, providari the energy of the incident 

electrons is kept low, in line wiQ the rosuirernent far no cascdin:j 

the asymmetry function will still be strongly dependent on p. 

The effect of a small but finite 	
'L = 	

in tflL excitation 

process on the result (4.24) will now be examined. 

Firstly isIiould be noted that, because the P2  rind P11  states 

are non-rediatinrj, the whole process may be represented by excitation o tHe 

state with a piece areba rility, followed by radintivo decay to 

IS 0 treated as a sample tnLy separate process, i.e • wee are in a 

situation where the Oppenheimer-Penney treatment (see Chaster 2) is 

valid provided we use the correct representation, in teis case the 

ON 
A  representation with account being taking of the sum-orbit mixing 

of the stationary states. 

In Appendix \J, the form of tee 	 the cross-sections for 

excitation of the H sublevels or the 31 state, for at.oes such as 

mercury - consinered as two-electron ate .s - is derived in terms of 

crass-sections for the production of a pivenn atomic spin S and 

orbital ansular momentum component tL1 ' t(S 1t ) . Ire: result is as 

fellows: 

4-27 

q,(Mo) = 	Q(it)--3Q(oo) 
) 
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whore I is an interference term involving the amplitudes for t:-,L-

production 

ee

production ofIL  = 1 with S = 0 an tinea iDO th pcc.duceion aT 

IHj 	1 with S = 1, this sin let-triole: interference erie ne rJely 

because of the spin-orbit mixing within the atom.P.d. This inter-

ference tern vanishes if the incident electrons are unpolarized end 

hence can only be observed using polarized electron sources. 	Trio 

presence of this, at first sight, unusual inter terenca term may be 

illustrated using an optical analogy. Consider photons incident on 

two slits, one of once is covered by a polaroid mite axis e end 

the othe-  !ith a polaroid mite axis °2 which is ortho onal to the 

first, i.e. 0 	U • 3ocause of this orthogonality, we would 

normally expect no interference pattern to appear an a screen placed 

after toe slits 	This is analogous to tnu situation we would normally 

expect when there is no mixing oF tee sinil'ut and triplet excited 

states since the scetterine emolituijes for the excite tiori of each are 

orth000ndl. Suppose now, however, that a third polaroid is placed 

in front of the screen witg axis c,., such that e..e = O(, o, .e,. = 
3 —3. 	—3 —2 

(, nonzuro). Now, if the incident photon nas polarization e, 

there will, in general, be an ohsorveee1.s interferencepattern mince 

the final photon, of polarization e 	has amplitudes proportion__ 

to O•8lrg and 	of travelling via the two paths and in general 

these will both be non-zero. The third polaroid plays the role of 

the spin-orbit mixing of thie erteoqonal atomic spin states. The 

amount of interference will in general be small if 	or 	is very 

much less than one. If the incident photons are unpolarized, the 

term L'C' 	tc zero and no interference is ooserved. 

lee asymmetryA is given, in chic fJp anheimer-henney treatment 

simply by 



(4.2u) 

since the 	nd Cr emission probehilities ore equal. Thus, using 

equation (6.25), we see toot, in •oensrEii, tn may write 

A= 1-.ftg2}pc 
Do/ 

(4.2 '7) 

where 	
9, = ,.ri 

0< 

and 	
00 

= 
	
()L  oci 

(4.29) 

Thespin-orbit mixing cec 'fir ante mu mioon exnurimantotly from 

the lifetime measurements of LUtIP (33) as 

= -095, 	 0.1/1 	 (.o) 

(see FCCu7JtELL and Ft JSEIVIT5CH (34)), tue 

oez5 	, 	= i• 
q(io) 	 j(to)  

t enarrias fairly close to tnresoolri, rio mould uxauct that 

(01),<,,  (10 	and also thor (i), it(i ), the pmo:uoiiity of orbital 

angular momentum component transfer alon tta xis unuriLy being snail 

or oxc nge processes (1'iueEy 	eu eUHF (Zu) ) . 	us, at may be 

eusuned thue, fairly close to bnrsshold 

c<<!, D. 1 

enD therefore mu havn 	
e' 



We may outoin an approximate rola tionship betwoen 	ens p in 

terms ofIT, toe usual 'polarization' of trio radiation defined by 

expression (3.10) (the subscript o here indicating that we are 

concerned with atoms for which I = 0). IT is given in terms of' the 

as follows 

r0 = ____ZL ___________ 
Q(o) -I-- JGZ(+ +G), 

and substituting fruri (4.25), we find 

TT0  

(/i.32) 

(4.33) 

which is independent of the electron polarization p. From (4.29) 

ii: con be shown that 

—31f0 	/ L 	G(to) 	
(4.34) 

THus, provided the erwJrgy is low enough so that q(0C)>2q(01), 

WO mey give en upper bound to D as 

D0 	__ TTO 

This overtimates 0 at threshel (woorefl 	0.89) by under 3 end 

becomes exact at the energy whore h(hi) has grown to become equal to 

o.sq(co). Thus, if we ignore the influence of the- interference term 

(unose effect Ma  be either to increase or decrease the dependence of 

J on p, dapuncLnq on the relacive pnesr. of aria singlet and triplet 

amplstucies) ovcr: eels onor:}y rergo, teon 

provides a lower bound for p 	The moasureamt 	orri he dareCl 

unpolarisod electrons since, as stated above, is c:uaa not depend on p0. 



If the nothod was to be used as on accurate detector of L-lectren 

polarization, it would need to oc calibrated over the desired enorey 

range, eitner ry using incident Electrons of known polenizotion or by 

extrapolating rue results to cures ole uhere 	p. 

The fall-off c' Ajibh mar asinc u urgy, for a given p, is 

slower then that ofiT in this range. Using the theoretical results 

of PcCUNbELL and HUISIVITSCH (34) (. IfeCOtNELL, private coarnunication) 

we have that, for example, at the maximum of the exciLHion cross- 

section, E 	b.leJ (1.2eV above tnresnold),1T 	-0.54 so that 	G,E5o 

and at E = 7. .tduV, 1T ns 	U .75p. These results are 

calculated using the Ochkur apiroxination w ich, being 	first-order 

exchange approximation, should prubesly not be taken too seriously at 

these very low energies; however they do serve to illustrate that within 

a few electron volts of the excitation threshold (4.69o\J) 	will be 

strongly dependent on p. At hign energies the dependence o 	en p 

will fall to asro as the contribution from exchange processes to tu 

excite Lieu h co -os neoli gible 

The above treatment applies only to tnose isotopes of mercury with 

I = 0 - those are those of even mass-number and comnrisa 7L. of 

natural occurring mercury. Altuough isotopicaiJy enriched samples are 

obtainable, it woulo, an general, be more convenient to perform SUCO 

experiments using natural mercury mixtures and therefore we need to 

estimate the effect of the non-zero nuclear spins in the isotopes of 

odd icasS nu.crr. 

;JtU1 nurcury is competed oP isotopes havin nuc:Legr spins 

I = 0, 1/2 end 3/2, with relative abundances 70;t 9  17 and lPt, respect-

ively. The hyperfins structure in tne non-zero I isotopes is well 



resolved so that, in treatino those isotopes, so may again use an 

Oppenheimer-Penney treatment provided we now moploy the {F,ff 

representation for the atomic states. 

Using tue orthogonality of the different f(i 3) over tho whole 

angular range and averaging over orientations of the nuclear spin, 

the cross-sections for trio excite f ion of the I 	states can be 

expressed in turns of the cross-sctions (H0), given by (4.25), s 

follows: 

q( 	 iE 	IMF JCIF 
HT MX 	

)m7-mM. 

(4.37 )  

The radiative transition probabilities are given, froF; expression 

(2.24) by 

1/
MF 

/1 2. 	 ç 
t< 'S F"1I'1PGI, 1F FMF>\ = 3 	r.  , W(Fo  IP Fci) 

.X. W1c:fl,00 )ol) \<o1P1)>1
2..  

('.3s) 

Following throgh an Oppennairnor-Penney treatment for each value 

of I, we ohtain the following results for 

where Uamu Sara constants for a givuri I and are given for ehC  calue 

of I and for tee natural mixture in Taolc 4.3. Using oxprissions (4.25) 

for the L(i), (4.39) bucroes 

where 

	

___ 	
2Q(oc 

	

=D0[t) 
	

(1.41) 
(to) 



CrTko ki 

ttt 

I ..1 90 &a. H 337 
337 337 

NAT URAL 
MucrE 09543 01515 

I 
79654. 4i.3 47 

;or, in'IcLVJci i.fl CC3 ric1 riz5t..ur1 

and nnyrirun Lry o ItarCury rnsn'nce r a d i 



At thros:oici t is Oivus, for the natural mixture, 

	

= O'9Spe 	
(4.42) 

and we see that the of 'oct has not c0eri OLIL aYQctQu by the presence 

of non-zero Is in toe natural nii xurL.. bxprrsrion (4.42) is also the 

relationship that aplies in the original situation whara ;R is measured 

in coincdance with forward- or hackward-inolarticailly scattered 

electrons at any energy. 

As in the I = 0 case, we may obtain an upper bound to 0, over a 

restricted e1L•;rhy rerio, in terms of tee usual 'polarization' of too 

radiatioii"Tf (iT in to, I = 0 caso). 'Fria now given by 

- r 

	

C(H) 	 ) 

whore 0, h and h   arc also given in Table 4.3. 	hosc constants are 

identical to tnose obtained by McConnell and ioisiewitscb for the 

individual I values; however for the natural mixture, it appears from 

their results that tony simply Lake toe abundance-weg:ited averaqe 

of the vario sI) w.ch, :s pointed out in section 3.4.1, is 

incorrect, in this cniss, it means that tiny overestimate she magnitude 

of fl for the natural mixture by a fan percent. 

The upper bound to 0 for the natural mixture is Found to be given 

by 

D 	2:5-2•36T 

I —3'7fl 	 (4.44) 

in the energy range worra Q(Ol)S U. bh(DU). This expression over-

estimates 0 by eanUt 31 at the threshold crib the equality becomes 

exact at the point wOorO q(Qi) mas grown to ha enual to O.5d(00) , as 

nefo:.o. Lraincninn toe effect of q, the decrease of the dependence of 

07  p an toe incident energy increases from tereshold, may be 
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roughly estimated using the results of FicConnell and Hoisiewitsch 

as before, Un find thot at the maximum of the excitation cross-

section v'-U.tp and, at 7.25e'J,L.7p 
0 	 0 

ExiieWeentcl r 	urear2nb of 	or this particular transition 

has not, so far, produced ereamont with theory at energies close to 

threshold. In the experiments of S LTIER and APPLEYhRD (5) the value 

o 	TT appears to be in qualitative agreement with theory down to 

incident energies of' -bout '/sV, but below this, TT , which is about - 

at this point, iricreec.s toaneds zero at the tnresholu unerey in contra-

diction to the theoretical arguments. Since those throseold arguments 

era based principally on angular monontum conservation, it seems 

improbable that. tney are incorrect; also they have been conf'5.rrned for 

other transitions (e.g. litfEhEd and K1.LILfL[ Lb (5)) . 	possible 

explanation would be the presence of a resananee in thu p- or higher 

erular mOe!8 	u;eUa'Je carrcrituUon to tar SCEtte 1 F. 7, N, 3.C1 OD1J C 	O'!' 

a ehort n.c.r rune:, mete the contrution of,  this partial user dorinate 

the s—wave cc'ntri" Jut, ion  end hence reduce the magnitude of the radiation 

Polarization through the increased probability of 
1L 

 transfer. The 

presence of such a resonance soon after threshold would mean that the 

value of Ti.'nuld soon increase towards zero on going througn the 

resonance, decreasing macin at energies cuove the resonance. If the mercy 

spread of the incident electrons is not smeller tman the width of the 

resonance, the averaging effect, when we take into account the rapid 

fall-off in cross-section close to throsbolo, might produce tan effect 

observed by Skinner ann fppleyard (such 'nips' inTt near tnresnold 

have been obseseud in other transitions eat warn o io.inalTLy thoueht to 

go to zero at thrasnold, when the neausurem:. nts were repeated 
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with note monochromatic electron booms (e.g. 1,FdL; 0 (37), 

FEDEhUv :nt; iEZEhTSE\J (38)); unfortunately no such measurements 

eve b en performed on -U'- ,-, is particular transition). Indeed, in rho 

measurement of the excitation function code by Llhbdt JU5 (:i), a 

subsidiary peak indicative of such a resonance is found at auproxinately 

6eV. Another :xplonouion, offered by CHUb CHIU (to), which predicts 

a tendency of T 'Co move towards zero at enargicsjust coovo threshold 

duo to mixing of the excited substatas by a f1CtflJ.tic interaction with 

the spin of the scatt..ring electron, would appear to be confined to 

too narrow on energy ranee above tIirosolJ to be or experimental 

significance i.e. the effoct requires a long interaction time and 

therefore can be discounted for toe same reenen th 	long interaction 

times are discounted in Appendix I. 

The presence of dips or 'fine-structure' in the variation of 

with energy close to threshold would also imply similar etfects in 

although. tee effect would not be so marked if the structure is simply 

a reflection of variations in tiu rao d([ L = l)/(rhIL = (3) since, 

altougn 	depenos soicly on this rario, 	J:p: nos also on tee 

difference in popula Lions of the F1 	 p:ndueerJ by a non-zero 

An effect suc as thet proposed by Chow Cniu mould prbahiy affect 

te approximT Lely the sero extant oolT. AOL asurement of moth \ and 

It mould teorefore he interesting from the ponL or view or possibly 

shedding sore more liqht on this noar-to-thrasnold uahar'iour. 

At the minimu of Tt observed by Stjnner and Appleyar:d, u;-,ere 

there does still appear to LO qualitative aqecan: n  wit: tTrery, we 

would expect, using the a proxi:rtian d son ad ahova for A, that 

e.72p. 

It remains to oiv a rough estimate of the orficiency or the 
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metnou as en electron polarization measuring device. 

Using the results of UhNSTEIN, LINDEMAb and OLDEI'iAN (41), we 

may take, as mean cross-section for excitation of the P1  state in 

the neighbourhood of the maximum, a 	300 6cm2 . To avoid trapping 

and quenching oP the emitted resonance photons, He nercury vapour 

pressure mU5L he kept cüun Lu 10 4 LOL'r and pno ton paths in the vapour 

to 2cm. T;- u;, we will consider electrons trevrsinq a 2cm. path 

in mercury vapour at this pressure. be find that the number of 

photons produced is n Afl.05x10 3  photons per incident electron. 

If we detect the photons omitted in a cone of semi-angle 0, then the 

number of photuns entering the detection system may be expressed as 

(
t-%  

V1 Cr  A 	
) (+11/3/ 7 

if® Al. Thus, taking GIM10 degrees andTr -', we find 

nY.9x1D' photons/incident electron, 

these photons being shored b :twaen the polarization states in the ratio 

n/n 	AjQ + p)/(1 - p). Inc total count rate per incihont 

electron will be n- mu1tp1ied by toe efficiencyj.L, with waici the 

phot:;ns are cJeteced. lekino inte account u.v, uandous, filter, 

circular polarization analyser and photoeuiti.pliwr tube efficiency 

(approximately lE at these wavelengths (),= 253.7n0)), an approximate 

estimate tor )1s >• Thus, the Ocounts snould occur with a 

frequency 2 gicon by 

C.1010_6  COLJfl :s/incidunt electron 

(4.45) 

This will be compared with other methods of measuring o in Chapter 6 

wmre a more general optical detector of elact::on polarization is 

proposed. 



CJflTO 	ZZ 

A GENERAL OPTIJL DETECTOR PF IrE PULRhIZAIION t.F LUuJ-EbERGY LLECIRUi\5 

In section 4.2, it was shown thet coincident detection of tae forward-

or backward-inelastic scattered electrons and cr photons emitted along 
+ 

these same directions, in excitation of the 	state of mercury, yielded 

the polarization, along this direction, of the incident electrons. As 

a more practical proposition, it was shown in s action 4.2.1 the b, at 

energies fairly close to the threshold for the excitation process, 

the results could be averaged over all directions of the scattered 

eloceron and still yield information on the electron polarization. lbs 

disadvantage of Lb method is thet toe analysino power, i.e. the extent 

to which the observable, A, reflects he electron polarization p, 

can only be predicted accurately in the, inefficient coeneldont form 

reoasurrnent or at re the elect eons era ircibont et the tnireohold onrgv 

in the non-coincident case. In the latter situation the neet;'ud 

of Course, zero efficiency. At higher incident energies the non-

coincident r.ethod rust her cLibrated either by performing an extra-

polation to threshold or by using oluctrons whose polarization has 

already been measured by another matnod. 

In this chapter, a meteod of deeecti.ori of elctron polarization 

will be proposed which, b"-low energies at which cascade effects become 

i poe tent, rec;ueres neither coincident detection of the nelestically 

scattered electron with the omitted photon nor calibration at cccii 

energy. It also has the unique ad van tacro of being able to detect the 

polarization of' tne incident electrons along any desired direction 

	

rd aivw to the electron iroreentun vi tr 	god oh Pies ency , whereas 'tnc 
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usual method of fiott detection can only detect polarization of the 

incident electrons elong any desired direction relative to tha electron 

momentum in a single stage and the method suggested. in the last 

chapter only polarization paralll to the electron momentum. 

do considr atoms that can be well described as two-electron 

atom 	
21

s with an ns 	S ground stare. fheprccess of interest is tna 

following: electron iapact excitation to the ns(n+l)s a state 

followed by radiative decay to the nsnp3P state, 

- 	 - 
(n 5 ) + 

L.(flF0 ) + (5.1) 

For atoms with zero nuclear spin, tee stares cay be described as 

russul1-aunJe: i2s+l 
s staOs 	L; :Th, In order to eesliy separate 

the phoron arising free 	the desired decay S 	from the 

and 3S1—,P1  photons, the levels of the P multiplet must ha mcii 

separated sy spin-orbit splitting. This moans that we willLee mainly 

considering heavy atues with a fairly large spin-orbit interaction und e 

uhic, in enie.l , tee seaciunary states will not be descrimebim as 

pure hLJSSG11-Saufldei-'s states (as in the mercury transition considered 

in Chapter 4), However, tee three stata3 we are interested in, namely 

1 	3 	3. 
S , S an 

0 	 o 
d 	, reomin ococribable as pure Russe1l-beuno.i-•s sea tes 1  

under tea L.S interaction (cOruop and SHUHILEy  

in the ground state 	= 0 ,M = 0 and in tho excited state VI - 0 

and Ii 	1'. Thus, neqiectano all magnetic interactions curing the 

collision, as in all previous chapters, mc have the conservation of total 

spin P3 during the collision and therefore 

NI = Ms = WI - 	•=. tWI , 
(:.2) 
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fr being the ceenge in the spin component along the quantization axis 

of tne scattering Joctron. Inc atomic state inmediately after 

excitation nay therefore be written as 

(5.3) 

The oxcitetion is puroly an exchange procese and when the incident 

electrons are unpolarized the terce amplitudes in (s .3) are opual (see 

Appendix v). However, if the electrons have a polarization p0  along 

the quantization axis, the excitd state can be written 

Pts,°>, 
(5.4) 

where f is the CU 1 1 tude tur cxci Lotion 01' an cue of' the ou c: taLes 

with unpolarized incident electrons. 

Since we baum assumed that the 
up 

 levels are well sepera Led, tee 

polarization properties of the radiatiari are well described by an 

Oppenheimer-Penney treatmon t using the{ 2LH  raprosentaton. The 

intensity of circular polarized radiation omitted in the clncccy ic then 

proportional to 

= 
where q = + 1 for 0. This yields 

(5.3) 

whrrn K is a constant. Thus the intensity asyratry of the + end 

O. radiation emitted along the quantizotion axis in equal t th 

electron poLariza:ion along that direction 

1a + Icj. 

IhUr3 	JJ 	eve a a :el c: role i ce ship to that o I oxru:5Dn (4, 24) 
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but the conditions e.ru now 'Jery different. 

In the process bison :ed jr section 4.2 the relationship 	p 

only held when the photons were observed in coincidence with the. 

forward- or backward-inelr.stically scattered electrons or when the 

electrons were incident at the threshold energy. 

The rclaeionsbi (5.b) bulbs for eli directions of the scattered 

electron weicn need not, therefore, be observed. ;Tl so, p in section 

4.2 referred to the polarization of the incident oloctrons ecasured 

along the drocticn of their cinientum since the 	I- 	_L 	axis 

had to bo taken along this. direction for tar anelysis to hold. In 

the present process, however, we have i,E3de no assuuptien concornine 

the direction of the quentization axis rid are therefore free to take 

it in any direction we choose. Thus, we can erasure the polarization 

of the electrons along any direct. on relative ti: tweir monontum 

simply by ohsorvinq along this direction. 

It sheeld be noted the L, riuco Lie ill, lticiiy ecu ttared 

electrons are not observaci , the pr:us:d scene, like beet or secth on 

4.2.1, will be affected by cascde processes and so care must he taken 

to ensure thee the incident energy is below that at which significant 

cascading can occur. 

tows having tee appropriate electronic configurations and an 

appreciable spin-orbit splittin:j err tense cf tea Group lIt olunents 

Zinc, Laidmiuo end kercury, end heavy Group 1Ih eleionts. T e latter, 

noucvrer, 'eje too hign a melting point to be experimentally suitable 

so we snail restrict our cons iderotior to the foreer, If we are net 

to be restricted to using isotopicaly enr!cned seaplus we oust take 

account of tue hyperfine structure of tbc non-zero I isotopes occurninJ 

in tb- natural mixtures of teso eluconts. 

Tokin t. a i- yprfine structure to be wull resolved, the Oppen- 



heimer-Pcnny approach can again be used, thu stationary states 

being descried as F,W F,1 	stares. 

For every value of I the intensity of crf and Wn  radiation 

emitted along the quantization direction is given by an expression 

of the Form 

whore K is a constant for a given elnient and (I) is a constant for 

a given I. Fur every value of I, the relationship 	botween 	and p0  

th.rofore rois:ns linear 

.91 = 30,(i) p = 
(5.0) 

For trio I valLias of interest the analysis yitlds 

R()  

= 

R(4-)= !=o'74-. 

(5.9) 

For the natural mixtures we can find an effective P by simply 

taking the asuridence-weighted average of the P(i) and this may also be 

done directly For h since o(i) is simply 39(I). Thus we find For the 

elements under consideration: 

Zinc (4,111 I = 5/2) 	 0 = 0.9742 

Cadmium (25 I = 1/2) 	 0 = 0.9446 

hercury (17 I 	1/2, 13 I = 3/2) H = [.0871 	 (5.10) 

In conventional 1iott electron polarization detectors, p0  is gis a 
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by an expression similar to (5.8), the 000ervzrti].o 	doing the left- 

right asymmetry in the elastic Sc terin 	ttern or ta electrens on 

heavy target atoms. In rib-Ft detectors and in both schemes prapcsed 

here, R(= U(1+q)/D in the method of Chapter 4) say he thOLp)flt Of 35 

the ine1y3ing Power of the detector. In both optical 	hodw, but in 

Particular in the our. dt prrr3nu. under discussion, the analysing power 

is large corprrred with Hot t decactoes 'Jicru , typically, H = 0.26  (see 

or 

 

-j -'j 	(2) - H.i. H is usually denoted by S in the 

13. core Lure. ce Iota see to:1nb) 

5.1 EFFICIENCY COhSIDEHI-\TIUNS 

We wish to compare the efficiency OF the proposed detector with 

conventional FuLL detectors and with the method suggested in Chapter 4 

We may take crrrcury as a well 6111 3-Ch should give a 

reasonable guide to the efficiency 	drun any of the three elements 

consicic3]rucI bu,w 	are used 

If we consider the' collision of one 	oJ.crct'en with ore atom, 	the 

pi'ascnt sc cola is crrteinly loss efficient than that proposed in the 

Previous chapter. The cross-section for excitation of the 7°6 	state 

i 	
,

s  muco loss than tea., 	
. 

or mc 6 P1  stao. Also, cineroas all thc 

radiative decays frc'r toe 631J1 state produce the 	= 25•3.7nm photon 

of interest, most of the 7S, decoys arc not via the emission of a 

= 404.7ns photon to the 6P state but are to the 63P2  and 6PJ  

states ( 	546.1mm and = 435.3nm respectively), However this basic 

difference in efficiencies is compensated by toe fact that, unlike the 

3 	l. 	, 	,. 	,. 5 	e 6 P 	a1  -6 	peoton, the 7 	-o P pnoon is not resonance radiation and 

therefore can"eS as re-absorbed by other grorind etete ttes in the gas 

and ounce greeterp:eesu re crrl :.e e .Loyod in the mercury barge t before 



radiation trapping, quenching and other pressure dependent effects 

become troublesome. Lvnnn so, an electron path of 3cm along a ribbon 

- -3 
shaped jet at pressures of the order of 3x10 torr prohobly represents 

the maximum target scattering flux allowable if pressure dependent 

effects are to be avoided (N.D. these include en effect arising from 

double scattring of the electrons - if the scattering density is large 

enough, there will do a significont amount of 7 3 S excitation by 

electrons that have already unorqanc a spin-changing elastic collision).  

._ 3 o Thufirst pe k in 	1L 7 
3 .1' 

-b P eci a 'ow Function occurs at  

approximately d • 2eV incident energy and ylnids on effective cross-

suction for pionJuetion of We photon of approximately 200 18
cm2  

(iihUEttLtJ, LEE end LIN (42)). At this energy, if the energy-spread of 

the incident electrons in thermal, soy E -U .3eV, teen cascade core-

trioutons should not by present. The largest contribution to cascade 

comes from excitatio of the 7P levels which have relatively large 

cross—sections and can only decay to the 735 1 level; indL- iic3, •hniiaisun 

at al. conclude that the rain cnntrj buticun to the excitation of the 

- 	 . 	 . 
/ 	state aLnov about GeV inciden t energy is from cascading f rem 

Chase 70P levels 	However, the threshold for f-a lower.t of these lmvel 

occurs at 8.62,iV and therefore if tie-: incident electrons n.vc energy 

centred on 11,2eV, teere should be negligible contribution from cascade. 

That no cascading toes in fact occur at trie first peak in the excit-

ation function has beeH c;circonstrtod experimentally by FDtfHV and 

HEZUTSEV (31) who found that the polarization of th reel abion 

omitted in this afleray region mmcc zro as would be expciL:ted if tau 

7:311
was  being  excitJ 'directly' by mci:: crc; I Tect ( air AE was 

0.500. 	xcit :ucmn of 7'h11  via dn : P s eras OCULO Pronacs non-znero 
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values foi' TT JU: tnosa wore not 0359L'VOd until esuva tnis. We ecy 

thurofoce conclude tree ffutl 	cross-sections of Lao ordar of 2xlU' 

cm2  can be obteined for the process without casorda contributions providc:d 

reasonable care is taken over ti OUul gy o' tar inciount olciotrors. 

ibm 407.Bnm 	 t uavolenstn phoon 	.i r e d e in i:..io trenoeien 7 10 

63P1  Will hove to ho oliniriatod by Lbs use of a narrow (say 20) band-

width intsrf:aorica filter centred on tHe desired t1,4.7nm line. UJe 

woule. expect that most of tu decays from 7 	to be to the 6h state, 
0 	 1 

thu decay to 0P1  only taking place oucause of the mixed nature of 

is state caused L:y t 	spin-orbit ir;toractionud thin the a toe. 

However, thu cross-section for excjtr:tjcjn of the 7 b state ic 
0 

consite1a ny gruotor toari t::L for 7Th1  and the ovas 11 result is that, 

at th.-, energies of intern:; t, '-'8-0 .to\J, tsr efictive cross-section 

for production or' the 7S -- 63P photon is rivari' haiL that for the 

/ 	- h P pnoton and hence steps must be taken to ensure tit th oe 

407. Onm photons are no:. counted. ( 	. oven if u: go back to a 

coincident detection situation, wc would still not oliminote those 

counes if one incident electrons nave the energy sprends pcstuie:ed 

since one energy separation of the 1 / S and / 5 states is only 

0,2CeJ). This problem is reduced -in 	end even murc so in Zinc 

where t;ee spin-orbit mixing of the 3P1  is very much lass than in 

mercury so that intercombiration transitionsi!vo v::ry muon reduced 

transition prob:ftilitias end tee 5rncin' ratio {n+l)'S -ni'V 

n+l) o -ri P 	is muce smaller. 0 

Taking inS:, account Lbs use oi as nturrarenc:: inter end cercuisa 

polarizatiou enslysers, we find, wit:n photomultipliur efficiencies 

'2S at Lois uuuelongth (E.rt.I. extended S21j), a photon detection 



efficiency,,,u of approxirstely 6-7. 

Using those figures, we Find that the circular polarization counts 

should occur uith a frequency 

= 0.34x1u 	counts per incident electron,  

for detector accepanco angles of 101 steradians as before. Comparing 

this with (4.45) we see that the overall efficiency of the two optical 

methods are approximately the same. 

In fact, a hotter measure of the efficiency of the method as a 

detector of electron polarization than 	is the quentity 

(5.12) 

since the statistical error in p per incident electron, p, is 

given, for unit countiny time, by 

[ FeJ 	. 	(pg: << V) 
The athic;iency E of the r;lntHoJ proposed in section 4.2.1 becroes 

	

taking R = 0. s. For the preson t scene with 	enury, we have  

(514) 

Thu anno oiciunt typo of 1ott detnchcr, those operating at high 

energy 0,120W) with large aperture electron detectors, have 

frequencies 

- 1" 

10 	counts/incident electron, 

and U = 0.23 (see for example KESSLLh (52)) ant therefore 

E 	. 7.7x10 	 (5.15) 

Thus those high-energy Mott detectors are consideracly more efficient 

than tue sc:eeme proposed here. Tacy suftor, hoervor, from the disstv-

entone that' the use of thick foils of the target atoms means tnt 5 

may not be known very precisely and oust h. calidrated experimentally 

by using foils of various tbicknoss and extrapolating to zero foil 
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thickness to obtain single scattering conditions where the values 

Of S are well known. 

The low-energy (KuV) Nott detectors (soa, far example, DEIEHSEL 

and REIOHERT (43)) have lower efficiencies than the present schema. 

E 	10 3  Or less. 	 (3.16) 

5.2 VALIDITY OF THE ULSOhIPTION 

H0 description of the proposed detector has been based on two 

assumptions. 

Thc first is that the atoos can be described as two-electron 

struotuus witn Oil i.rurt inner cor a. That this approxiratiori has its 

limitations is shown by the presence of a stationary state of the 

mercury atom lying jus c below the / P livels. Tn?s is a 	2 staLe 

of the 	q62CIP  configuration end would not di: prusont: in a two- 

oL :tr-on description. (Ces- cetirin con occur from this loud to the 

but the arguments used in soc:ion 5.1 still apply) . However, the 

states of irLars -t in to process do appear  -to he wail described a 

(or F,HF) staLes of a tw olectaun confiquratiun and therefore 

the use of this model is justlfitd for the presont purposes. 

The second assumption is that msqntic interactions can to 

neglected during the actual collision process. Throughout this thesis, 

magnetic interactions havo be-en neglected during the collision and it 

had b::en assumed that any change 
if-' t 	spin of the atom during the 

collision is due pu:1y to exceange with the scattering electron wnose 

spin is ct:. reiso u Olt:tOCi. This is certainly lagitirate in ths case 

of th lighter alkalis out may need modification wean the interaction 

is wits an atom with lease atomic number, SUCh as mercury, macro the 

electron VlOCitis CCV S3c009 quite large curing thc collision. The 
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main magnetic effect in the scattering would a the 

interaction on the scattering electron. If, in the present schema, 

the spin-orbit incm:oction was appreciable, a possible source of 

error in No ustimazion ol d would be a rotation of the spin of too 

incoming electron by the interaction before the exchange takes place. 

The effect we Jd be largest on the atom of largest atomic number i.e. 

mercury. Experiments have shown (DEICH5EL, REICHERT and STEM (hh)) 

that, even at; the low incident energies ineolvod in thu. present me tend, 

spin-orbit effects in the scattoren-  on moL-curv do occur. Hor':vor, 

the ofict is only noticeable erod the minima in the differential 

cross-section (moore the sensitivity to such effects is greatest) and 

are too snail to be detected whore the differential cross-section is 

large. Thus, since we are ceic•rned here with the i:i:gc:::J :r mete 

we nay asouma thet the contribution of spin-orbit ir;eretion oco mt 1 

will be small. Ieemcjt:ion could else occur via direct processes 

ii' the atomic; spin was ritured by a spin-oLii::-orbit interaction 

with the orbit of the incident ulectron, hut this effect sc61d be 

small at these energies (tii [LE[iiim (1e)). Thus it socks reasonable 

to suppose teat the effect of magnetic interactions during t:- c 

scatterine process in reducing trio umlues OF d f'rori those given in 

(5-10) will be small, vven for mercury. If necessary, be size of 

the off oct coulc; he us time bed expe:5montally by comparing measurements 

OF p, performed using moot of the Lhre elements. 
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A P PE I.. D IX RPhE.DIX I 

EXLI'IINhTION OF TE VaLIDITY Li THE Ir T,WThLFUUS EXCITaTILTh PuXI1ATItN 

Let the Hamiltonian of the atom + rediation fluid, after the 

electron-atom csllicJon, e nivan by 

H=HA H F +H 	H 0 +H', 

where H and Hr  er the Hamiltonians of the atom end :ho reciabion 

field r ;sctivoly end Ht  the Hasiltonian of their interaction. Working 

in toe Interaction rcpr 	ntobion and assuming that there is nov r 

more tan one photon presroc at any :1w:, we may take as stetionary 

basis the set of states jlc< l p' ,Ol:flO and ' 5r 	uigenstates 

of H1  and 11 raspectivaly (sacS esau:I:d ftc the mom:nt to havo a 

discrete spocftum) 

Rh tine t, to stebe of the eyn:.om f.ey he wrt:en 

The i; iou dependence is givn by 

/ 
= 	-— H e.  

cl L— (1.3) 

Thus tr : g cwt: of the final ste o, 	 , is qive.n by 

>A  

(1.4) 

(bating c = i so that photon enorgy = p) 

In b firsb-o:dar trootoent we n:slect tra:sitLns to i.nsra 

states and therefore assume tht. alb any tins tee only appreciable 
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amplitudes a(t) are tiosa or thz initial exct:d stoics 1}>(no 

phot:ns pros: n r) and T: find states 	we>. Thzs 

Ltp- EX 

TF- (1.5) 
taking 40 1 H' I> 

	

Thus Lrc-  pr: ability or observation OF t- s f:nci state 	;p' ,o> 

aft:r bk: uxcitatlon is 

2. Soo k(E0-Er -r)L- 
OL 

Taking into account tho continuous no uro of' Lh. raclic bi on finid 

specAun and assuming a fiat rcJspcnso for th photon U. toctor over 

the w1olo 1in•:-:i ok, we htj: 

2. 	rjOO 	• 	 1- 	 2. 

ka)c0)1 =:c 

	
-f-p 

0 

whore we have ussu :;e d1rju1-jurxLji tion for the in b:rac bion iiotrix 

ioinrh;, P ooinq ida eloctric riipolc ruerrt opsor boo End e n 	ho 

donsiby of radiation states p. 

We now assume that all the oxcit:cJ atomic- stain:; Jia ci oi. 

tote bhsr so thb 

1EP-Ey-l'iK<f 

or all 	 or 	p do: w:- :cn (IM takes non-ri Ilpitiec clu a. 

Thus 	(p) may he tan as constant ceo: the rants waco: tic inboç'crrd 

is aocraci;:dlu. UL proh:diility of ob:;rv ng a ph&Ln in b: 	 an 

ulth polari:abicn e in emission to thu final r:ics:sb: 

00 Co  

(I 
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e 	flOJ ta<e E, 2 SCLlLJtjOfl for 

C) 	 )&)  
- (& - 6f)  :I ct  

This solution nay an taut of as rEtoasontil- . cxcitafior of toe 

atomic s  Lu 	at time t' , Lao itctran bairig scatteoch into the 

direction 	uion wau f n r.uar k, with amplitude c(;,t'), followed by 

oxpono Ill iol d'-coy of this state due to F1' , the who 	bai nq integratad 

ojr all possislo excitu Lion times t' . Lxfr000 ion (1.b) now hocoocs 

CO to 
ICL J€/ = K 

0 15 
—JI 

0 

2.. 

1its>A 4. 

(a) Instaitaruusaxoi LoLl on 

	

Here we let f(;t,t' ) = f( .k)g -,  )' 	 (1.11) 

e integral near L 	in (I . it) Lecoas aqusi. to r(1;<) aru tiE.refcro Th  

2.. 	 - 

T 
—L.(_- -p-' & 

Jz(o°) ij' Le 	r21 

0 r4 

= KJIE i]4 
o 

which is 0116 ann as to mu 1 L (2. a) ant yiciJ.uo 

(1.12) 

"I 	 —  k F -F / f(1).E f3') _+Lc..(fp)] ) €() 

h.d. Sum:auion oer initial- (pre_col.isior ) l inn final-cLeric states 

would be performed outsicu toe modulus 

(a) 	Ltoatv e.cit PL- jcn fop a finite tiriia. 

OiO.L6 lilLiStrative exainpli of axcito:.ian OVaL' 5 f. nits tirn, we 
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consider the amplitude for excitation to ba constant over a time 

interi:1 ?' end zero at all otnr times 

= -e(pi). 

0 

Thus, (I . it) becomes 
00 JIV, E  C L AA(oO) 	 E-y')& 

0 

10 

= 4K j tE[ 

(1.1/., ) 

Lxpznciirq the; modulus n (1 J1) and ntLmratino each term unin 

the r;:ehod of rrsi.duus, Lie oat am 	in:1l.] y 

{Ia,C1pi 	97-c  KM  4 r1! 	E) 

2 LL L 	+  
c::Ll;a. 	 e¼1? 

L 	i+zL(p') J Lr6c') ij 

+ Complex Con jurehc 	 (1.15) 

are 

Ibis maybe exorossed as a pour-a series in 
00 

{k&coii= E ( 	) —2 Ra1 Far ET 

thore 

T 	rKM  

The fIrst-order ta-art is identic' 1 	1 	procuet: t ems in tea axneriei on 
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i.e., as we would expect, the 'instantaneous' excitation rusult applies 

if 7: is made small enough. The caSio of succassive turns in the series 

(1.16) is given by 

(n 0ii) 
Re vt7- ''-' 	ve (n even) 

Thus we cray taha it; h -  S tee sari a will canercrgo fairly :apidly if 

rvE<<1. 	In prcrt cul;, boo ' irSantanour; riirsx.ic.aaion will e 

justified if 

=(144et). 

in the 112Pn26 	 d0cay, we save tHr;.o typos of product 

LO3LIS . 

(i) 'Diiwct' prockict turns, i.e. 3 

6 	U c_edt ia ilcutrintanrious approxiieLL:n is valid if 

Now, the; narrowest resonance widths that could still significantly 

ar fect the results obtained with an ic_1scbrrc 	ac_ of th::rmtl energy 

spread would ho AE 	it) 1eV 	corresponding to an interaction tic_co 

6 .5xlU 
is 	

socrius. Thus, 	for SOdIUm rev 6. 2x107 , thicrof'ore 

(Lo 
and for potcresiu;: 	3. Xl0, 	thero fore 

4 	tO 
 

and the approxiraeSon is 	valid 	for 	soth atc.ns. In mnEral , 	sodium is 

L' 	flora critical 	test of tee 	Ills t;ertarceous 	t Sian up 	rcxi;:stion 	than 

is potassium, sinr;r 16 is larger for equiv -  11 	 two cesos. 

Hunc, in what I cl toes we geeSe results for sac)iuc_ only. 



Hypnr1ine-interferoric terrs i.e. 	>= I 3;F>, 	1> = 

The largest value of(:;FF') occuus in :n P1 lovel i.c.E(i;?l). 

Thus the approxirron is v:iid if 

hi[I+4E2(±;2.l)] <<1. 

(1.22) 

For 	 ;21) 	37P snt Lnsrofore 

2. 	 L'02.I6 4
6 	E, 	e('-- s ;- 01 :~L <J. 

(iii) Fine-structure interFerence tens i.e. 
3>= I :>1 h>=L> 

23 
Horn for [,,awe true 

= 

We find that the instantaneous excite. cioii 	prLxirti on I.; by 

no munas valid for the study of these inteL'  

rrI4LE2c.-L1 	72.O >j 
L •' 

Houuuer, tie size ef' the contribution free such fine-structure 

interferences in comparison to those free other processes is so 

small tiat they can be neglnctuu with gOLi a proxies Lion 	Too ma i n 

tarn; in toe expansion oF bus fine-structure i Lorfeot - ces is, in fcL 

L,i1 	bdLuIILj 

RepE T2. = 211L.. 0 ±) 
3 

unch is 	2x1G / tisat of the 'direct' i  

fb1T 
= 

/.d rl14.r12r 
r7 3 

contribution WntOre 

-4 
:;t3xit 	teat of the so.ollsst uye rfine intorforonno contribution 

ZTrMK 

t ien, justifies the neglect of 3 = 1/2, 2 	3/2 interferences 

thro:jhout tue thesis sot we see eons, fee a.± sianificant contributins 

the appeoxi i;eticn ofi1stantnnc;j; CXCi F tier i velco to- a hi 

of accus ocy. 
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/PoEhDiX II 

RELATIONSHIP hETUELN THE T-8-TRIX AW THE EXCI L:TIüN APPLITWE 

This appendix will contain a brief discussion of the partial weeD 

S-matrix foreul:ticn of tha scaetarinh prLlee, with the object of 

MPrcssing We excitation aeplitudes used in to, t"Dsis in terms of 

1-matrix (or tne related T-matrix) elements. 

Throughout the treetment we ignore magnetic interactions in the 

collision, so that the total orbital ant spin angular momenta of the 

cmplote system of electron + atom will :ie separately consarc'ed and also 

tnu nuclear moment of the atom will play no rein in the actual collision, 

mi Liatly let us imagine the electrons to be without spin and 

distinguishable. 

For an elnct:un incident wit 	u:va vactor Qon an atom in baa 

state 10 UP; Q 	and being sctLc red, after excitation of the atom to 

states 	, witn wave vector k, the asymptotic farm of the wave 

Function for too whole system may be written 

ML!22,) .- 

- E 	pLM1.. 	 LML\Y) 

(11.1) 

where 	and r, refer to toe spatial ceordirwees of toe atomic and 

incident elect:ea respectively (For convanionce we consid:r only 

one aeL:nic electron to ho inelvad in toe inL:a.cei.en) and :o 

L 
owe airenwevefunc tons of toe atowia jorlil toni n, 	f (tL it 'P .L 

- 	-- 

is We scattnring amplitude for excitation of the ebol k'L'[L >l'L 

with the electron being scattered from 

In the -r;ietrjx formulation the asymptotic form of the scattering 
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electron wave f.inc Lion is oxprossod in t:rms of :p ricl inc:::min3 

and on Looing uoa' s of cJofn 	OFtI. 	1 tfli]LJit 	nr :n tun 

= 

	

r 	
(11.2) 

Toe total ui:ve function is oriLon 

'el 
V4 	 (II.) 

wcre Lbs par tiol wayne ur i 	right- iand sue of 1I .3) nave the 

asymptotic forri 

q) @LKcp_(lat  
wz) oo 

-S(12tJL'v4 	 •1 

whom 	V. 
is on - loruent of Li: sea 	tin r (3-) rio bri.x :nd cola Lie the 

incour.Ln spnoric. 1 wave in th incident c ann:; 	L 'L j m ,b 

to 	La; 	outqoiri: sp:;:'ric:-i 	wavos 	in all the channels Thin oraL: rin 

amplitude f. , ) 	anc can he related cy putting axpron sions 

(11.1) and (II.t) into a cowi:ri for. 

Ti: 	inc iint; electron titflO U.y 	c-j- 

e° 	= (Q) ! (L. L) 

:n. 	are Lc3:ndr: : no 	sel functions r.3ouc;1o.", 

Usin too s::.heric 	hitriunic t:Lition 'In oorem and rho asymptotic form 

of bhi: 3ass-.-1 fonction we fin 

F' 	,j,I 

2 L [q (Q'V:
)
- (j'r 

£ 



me r:y :cuiiLc (ii,i) es 

rj 

 

p LM.iq 	LT 

(11.3) cmn 3m r. 	 to 31mm 

LM!dr ?r2) 	Z {q  

;   I 	 ZnLpLMLc4,1r 	 2J3Lft) 

Commrnj (11,5) nd (11.6) mm 

ffvitiL 3) = 	 E 
'A~ 	 pli 

3L  

ui 	mm 
C LM 4.vv 

On 

defines mn 1;arit o L. 	trmr Limn (i.) nm:ix. 

umbnr of' parameters invclvmd in the specification ml tnm 

S- ((-,r 1-.) mat.-.ix olc:imnb can te mcducmd hy workinj mit oigmnfunmtimna 

Of tam totmi 	otU. tel afl9Ulai' II 	m;'I-1 "'Ll M 	of 	tha wmole 	systar: 

InaLead of' 	(11.4), 	a partial memo 	function ci' tam whole system is 

oeacmlLJed by 

-11.  lu) 

- LIflcc no ttt OSSUIi 15 mm C .nSm:Vt.:L[1 	1 	tom: I omIim:1 
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nn3uior inonnurn, th S-m, 	h_fined in (II. 9) joust o diagonal in 

	

rfl. 	 rofore incJ 'Ell pendon: :nuontum noo or ssrvirq 

only to nf'no th o :.ntation of tiu ontiro system with rospect to some 

arbitrary htrecti n • 	ions, (Ii • t ) nay be writ in:rl 

'--' 

-r2--4>  to xa 

Lmrç) 

The matrix ul cm, oiib in (11.11) is related to those in tho u n c I u pl. od 

roprosuntrticn by tnr unitary trasfurmation connocting tho coupled 

nd uncoulJiod T.'oprs orntotions 

LMLQfl1L 	 4)W1J. 	\0  YVI 

	

S 	=E 	 Cat'Alwit  
(11.12) 

THus, (iI.i) ores 

ft f( 	
,* p.. 

* 

rA  

LL'3 3L4L) E E z: L  
Ji 	i t4.bsL 

_=.)3L.e 

X 	 L'PJ 

(11.13) 

So far, no hays nrglnctrd c si i 	uerti oror of spin rs lndln Linguish.- 

ability ci' tho nloctr. no. Uir defiris a spin coo rhinats 0  srih spin 

ouonturr mu:: 	so fur toe atc: snri .lctron k 
5  m 
	

S 
d m • Ins cc:nplato 

wave function must satisfy ton fauli principle wish rospuct to intnr.- 

change of cu:oriote aloctron 000rd1notoS, 

Using a coupled representation for th:; spin-so rc:;s on well no tie 

orb! tat s:sr , us nov un to th = oo.'on tot is 	of' too :J r riot onio rio 

Li SC(SlL j 620 .SL. 



where the 	arc coplec! spin function:; and J :Ls an antisyriaetrizstion 

oprator. 	gain since we nrc cuing ccnsarva:icn of tic total spin 

tha S-.cnatrix is diagonal 	 and independent of 1 	As before 

the coupled matrix elements can be rolseed to those in the uncoupod 

representation by a unitary transformation 

P5LJQTi,$ML. 	ç' çi CPSL. 	cPl a  
s Lit! ti,t.L , 	—L.. 1.4 Cs 	1sL!,t.11.n )uLl.1 CS"  Mjm—.-  LJ4' Mq 

(II • i ) 

and the scattering amplitude is given by 

	

(M5LM1L) = 	 E 

B, M-8 -\Y1l 	 —I-- 
x Sis 	Mss LM 	L4Myv1 	5LL! 

(ii .16) 

In this thosis we nave, in the first four carp tars, taken the 

sLianitiZe ion CXJS along baa direction of the ir!cj.Jor b electron norriontur 

A 
so that 

41TJ 
ano 	;enc: we oh rain 

+(sY ML, SLt1M 	3;t:) = 	E 	
djW+t" 

L. 

ML 	- - 
&(S' Li 12! 

(11.17) 

wch is the rclationsn hi 	 ip used in t cr thesis, expression (.2) 

5oiutions of scarrarin; waco equation s: Lisi 'yins (iI.l) ciLnrnno 

the elemonts of S (ant therefore T) and hence f. 

J. It is nore convenient, urn octaininc coproxiseec o1u bionc, 

to work with rc721 fUnctiOnS ratter toan the comolex ones used a 0cc, 

This is usually done Jy replacing tn - ingoing anc outgoing spherical 

waves, rxp._i(ki: - 1T2 	and n.xp ±i ke 	, by 
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wavos sin(kr - 11r/2) and cos(kr - 11/2) respacLively. The solutions 

are then t.:ken to hsva t; asv:iptoti c 'ora 

'- 	{jZK 05  
and the T-M,trlx is calculatud, from thu alaents of K so dotormined, 

by thu matrix relation 
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APPENDIX III 

GENERAL EURRULA 

In this Appendix, expression (2,23) is uritben OUt more explicitly 

for th rmn.rol case of elrcron iipct excitation from the multiplet 

{ S ft 	to tee mul tir1J 13 	 feilamud by 'cluctric-djno]c' radiative 

decay to a third multiple t{tL, under L-S ccupliri condi bionn 

The probability that tee electron is scattered with wave nuribar 1< 

into the direction (g ,j) and the photon is emitted into the direction 

with polarization vector , can be written 

v.r-(!., .) 
= 	 ) A(MM  

R{[i~ LecFF r1).c1'c)/3 

(jiii) 

where the hr contain the properties of the ccupiincj scheun and are 

given by 

F'M r.jYip 
FI,c1pq,"— IT I  

(111.2) 

end the directional pi p, 	of tea radiation are ccnteined in the 

D(®. 	7:, •), 

I&: Sz )o 	sL sics(-Q) 

4€t &os@ 	)cos2(-4'), 



2 	7 
the individual terms corresponding to 	, 	, OTV, and crcr interforencos 

respectively. (N.3. Re denotos SaC], part and In denotes imaginary 

part hero and in ppendix IV). The sun:aticn in (111.).) is taken 

over all initial and firiial sL.sess and over all pairs of oxcitod 

states JFi1  and Jr 	K is a constant for a given set of multiplats 

In the co on sitution whets the final state is on S-state, 

L" = 0, it SOCUIS ;O noted :riat (111.2) rscusos to 

A(MM ,T F m F, = 	 & 	c 	C 	11C ML . 

In 2 a son of ths tots]. spin ( 2) cauplian c: 	o, J. ntrCid055d hy 

Percival and Seaton (lo), (ii 1.1) becomes 

= 	c 	MrFMF,%) 8c i7i L1. CA RF) r.7r ru  

x Re{LIL6(  

wrL .  

F,M!. 

arid 	 TM -H CLtM, 

	

Z ,Z 	 ) 
tha SUS .at.i on in (111 .4) acing Oven all pante of axca:.eJ states 

., 	and also over 	ic 

T  G(:,) 	l fur aLl OF, 	L;n (lsI.4) can he reduced, 

using tue cisthononality ptopart Ls o;' ths h-:oeh and LloLscn-Gordun 

ccc f'f'iciunts, to 
it 	It I. 

= K 
( 

hicii as ;h- 	iset: IvC]s I 	LcLson oft an prL 	Ce: cL 

T(n) in to that can be acasioved. 
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IL ehoulu bu HCLr1 th:t, albucugh in all the examples treated in 

the thcs.u, the muantity hef(i + i&) 1.D.ff*} reduced to o(1 + 

Ha 0 x He f'f*,  in general there will also be terms involving Iu(l + 16) 1,  

In 0, and Ia fçe, since, for any three complex numbers 	 we have 

= Re ReRe Zz - Rei 1 Irv1 Z 2-1m 

(III .,S) 

11 teens cut the first diraproar in Lh cases treated in 

Chapter 3 bacauso of toe symmetrical nature of the unpolarized situetion 

and in Loop bar 4, L.1- &y d..e:paor c;u: to the uv :eegin.e over all valuco 

it is seen in tpon ix IV that be individual (ccmpleLly 

polarized) processes occurring in th. altali excitation discussed if)  

Chapter 3 do irivoljc ml1 those factors so that we get contributions 

proportional to E,/( )- 	one; to sin(it - 0) 
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PPE DIx Iv 

RESULTSFt. GFJEN Sulk U IET,TIuhS 

Toe r830J s f'o: t; u:ivicual excitation peucesses involved in 

the; exciteten F Io:cey e tee fit Pstate ui en I = 3,'2 alkali 

cee p::entoc ee lee, 

For er.en Sniti;k. z;nin r:;einf; icne ur eoy ii;t lee e:oults es 

feiic.us: 

U. I U I"-T-.I-G:  

= - M 

Mc1= 

= 
b(ce..-) +c(I,-) 
c (9+) -- 
d (c: +) + cL(-) 

(Iv..) 

M 	 M 	+ V2 
MI 

(_ M::=-4 

the- resul to 	; 	, a (- 	-) e te. belnq oi.v:n celow Uor "- JI,  pho :.o1 

A A 	 A A 
poloriza.ons usso in onptor a, i.e. a 	Snu e = 

11Otc2 a(O: ) indicates that triplet (i.e. spatially antioyeiootric) 

excitacion e;,iitudn f(O \ -1;1 ,) era used. 

In what follows, 	511sk_ Usc fnliuwiucj atheaviotions in nototion 

	

f(iMs 	 , 

[ F] E 	 (iva.) 

and also omit toe c -.ns tone K into u ich . -so teen rtsor.oJ s factor ltU. 
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a(L Ms t) = 

+1.F(tt1s1)(t{Zoo +S3 19 co 524i 

+ 	 - c- o s~G)j 

+cos s1)r(6O+I5Ot.5Z1+9ot.?1) 
cos 

2c< 

± (Io€()[3 zj +WE(Sj)t3i])srn2c +e(2 4o +36032 

+ 60U3 116O[Z11)cosc. ±(240 6(1)E +6oj- o 6, (z)E2 1)sn c 

±Im 	(i)D!1 - 60 601)[30+0 e(2a)[2 13 )co5 c( 

(IV. 3) 

b( 5 ±) = IFCA1s O') {tOOJr 8co®kO1f t®-1- i [it] (2sr?i -cos)) 

+jf(At1Oi{oo +94.co5) + 	 - 

-'r cos, ® f ( 1 )I(c10 

+12.O[32J- 5t] +30L J4-75[2.O])ccS2c( ±. (oE 2 j -J 

+co[z] ±75[2o))gh 2} + Re 

(12.0 

cosc& t 



= )f(Mo)l joo + 168 cos2 +164rG + 

+(ts E31] +50['L )(2 	 0 0 4- 

-F- 	524siG) 

+cosf(AM ) ICL(If 4A9O[3Z]± G[ i] +. 	CO5 2 

+ Re{(4*I80[32] ±661)1] to[-t] * o[1) coo 

(606(F,2)j35 

—IE)C2 —3'OE( t] + 

±(6o5ooE4] +l5O)5tc 3' ) 

d(M ±) == 1+(MsO)1$00+ 176co5Ø4-2L5hi@ +(4c[J —2-4t13 +GOEIG)x 

(Zs(vJ co5)} + Jf(M4s D){ 300 +318co®o4n® 

+(soE3z] —ziLc3 —75 [oJ)(5çt) 
- Co5)) 

4- cos"a I f.(&i -1 s I ) 1 	0 - ~ 6 0 [55 2.1 + 4, 5 [31] +9o] 75 L2oJ) cos 2 

T (ioeczJ 

+Re Z4656- 

:p(60E2.)Ez] +3OEE+6Q(z)[i] 4-150G(zo)[ci)sft,c' 

+lyn z 66oE[31— ;o)cos 

(36+ ISO Ez]--1I4Lzo +lzoEj-11-loE2oJ)c1 
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c&(M: ± 	t+MOf3Oo.-Ioo[3Z -f-FE (Ar45 i)I 	'g -zo Cz3~ 23j-3oE2.1V 

15 1)1,i(60 +15 OC311+,Iolsil)cos*20( :k: 

+90G(-,l)[_S13).5iYl 2Vl 7 

b (iMs: ±) = +(Mo)1fz4 -i C] 	 + 	 25La0]' 

- )f (AM5)) j(qo~t2o 31 -st3ci +50E11] 4-iS 	cos 

±(oe()[.J- 

(v8) 

C(tM6: ±) Ff(AMso)12{z6 - SE] 

T- (9oE(2)Cz] +0E(3)1jIJ -Go()t-') 5in 2c 

(.iv. ci) 

tfCM1s6 {2-76 -40E2.3 

+ 1fCAMsD1f48 5o[6z]-t-2_7Et] . - 

- 60 c23+451)U -- o[i0 +-75i201)cos2i< 

F(qo S()[3i] +45 6(3 t)[] +cio)[2.(]+ -15 ,c  (W)[2.O])51 2.o( 



I' the oxperirient involves spin-polarized atomic and/or electror, 

sources then the results coo obtained by substitu t ing the above 

valus into tn; adpropriat;s ccoinotionc ol (iv .1) . binil;r exprea sione 

for a ,b ,c arid d For circ:LI1eL polarication analysis 	can 

be ontuined ucing (4.1) in (2.2,13" 	aain the results For any 

particul jr iri li:1 apin pcI oizatio (or ai1nn.urJ;) can !j  c 	lead dy 

use of (iv.i), 
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APPENDIX V 

DERIVATION OF TU0-ELECTHLN CF0SS_3ECTIL:. 	LhTINhS 

In this appendix we ceneiJor thu 	citation 01 atoms whice are 

well Jescrisod as two-electron confieurotioes in the static field of a 

doebiy coerced inner core cLnsistinq of nucleus plus closad olactron 

shells. SUCH atoms are those of Line, Cadmium and hurcury discusod 

in Chepte:s 4 and 5. The excitation we rca mainly inurseed in is 

that discussed in Laopter 4: (ns ) 5—(nenp) PN. 	ia oricussion 

follows, to a large eXtent, that of LcCoriei and [ciaiiewitsch (:3h) who 

give a firs b-order treatment o' this proicu is in 	recury. 

Let the electron be incident, wibi cvo nurturk.and spin 

quantum number m', on the atom in 	
1 

 situ fl ti ,L 	nd Do scatturad 

with 'ave numuer k and sum quantum nuid ar rn , i 	at on boinq ii ft 

in the state 1 na , H). Th se tteeinq a I itude ie qioen by 

fCIf  i,Mrri1s, i) = -m. 	M  1
IT ;rt 

1 
woare 1 is the transitien opereor and eh: s:stca 	LJfLJ  ;km) are 

the free motion states of the form 

2Sf I 	 2S+1 	 Lk'r3 
Y1 	L T)  M- 	r1s> J_.i sql(vl L5Mri2,)e 	g(rn\) 

(v.2) 

where 	is a sinqla electron spin-function end the summation is cyclic 

over the sncce and spin coordinates r End Cr (p = 1,2,3) of the three 

olect::,na. Jo may seper-erto tie a cnic oiqanfunctione into spatial-, 

LH1 '2' 	 XSM'; lurictions as foiloes 

= o)oo 

(v) 
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whore 	—o 
1 =  U4,.00 
	

tM-tXn 2 

c3 =  LMTXIO, 
	

4=;vlTlTtl)cl-1 ) 

and 

co 	H 	SHI  I cri) S(i I aa4 
= 

A '° 

(V. 5))  

The coefficients C 	ore :roue bs of tli- 

	

FIO oh eImn-or21t OLO11 	COO 	'OfC 

(s 	Chapter 4), 

0 0 
c0 ) c Itl_) 

 

IFf 

 

a 

 

c +I = 0, C40  =- , 
WE 

The scetLering arorlituco le rivon by 

f(n,Mmsr) = 
	

z 
	

I'  

XIc{ 	'(n'So,ot,z)e 
(v.7) 

te; integration roin: to:n over all Lii:. soco .ne o:in ceordLn000s 

o' i1 three electrons. AS throuohout tii tools, uie rohu toe assunp.- 
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tion t:iat T do3s no c: cipcecc. on tic: S,-- -J, 	FLIOCc:i000 -'d ic:flce, L131R 

the syirc:try o'thoe, (J.7) -,-lc-cj.:Us 

1 

(v.o) 

	

qi( tSo)oI , .)eL 	 dv 

rd 

I2 -j/i C' 19)t1 	c3 c) B./'(n1S o,ot ,?')e 
-tt 

8(vi.\o) dv, 

K cr 	iorirrdrun 	::n VCLor  ICK -• k. 

The inbegr::.1. I bec:m.:s, en using the orthogrieiity of the spin 

1' uric t J. on 

0* 
I =S{ciM 	 )cu +CM 

M3. +1 4-fL0 00 	 cit 

= sc I Vi 	c 	 Lo) 	 a 

= C1+(o Mr) SmL) ws 

('i • 

where 	 is o 	onecc:r doltu and ti -: direct anpiitudc:f(i,1 ) is 

given by 

f (o m Z,-) = ~ ~,: " - (—Ir I ) r 	 I ) f"'J e 

(v.10) 

Expc. ndirq t a intenri I, in a smiler nshiuri, ja obtain 

12 	•C M.j (o M){Srn,+ 
2. 

ITZ 

S', + c! Mr ca (I MLfls,+0 
c' 

1s 
,

oWs 



i  

-~(Sm,-)4 IMLJE2-~rg) — 	 Jr, 

The croos-sctions Q(r''f) for excitation of a jivo 

when the incident electrons have oem quentun number n', are given by 

A tA 

Q(vnsM—)—Z rq m i)t 
so that 

tI 	 - 	 ± CMf 	lY)1zccnlS, ± 

-at C)M(t MI) 	 d 

(v • 13) 

Substitu bing into (o .13) 
, 

the values Oi the coeffi r:I ohs 	from 

(v.G), then, for incident electrc.ns of polarization P1 	tie effective 

nross-seict3.on5 for orcihetion of the 	substetus L(1H) iO ql\Jefl V 

(I 	?(tc))2 

±7c 	[+(ot)-(ot)j ctt) +(oi)-).(u) 	4i rs 

(o) oo)-(oo)j 
-) 

(v.14) 

where we have used the fact 	thah, owinq to the rotational proportes 

of the encli tudos in on S 	P excitet ion If (h i) 	= 

the cross-s.cbions ant too interferEnce be ms era indenorid-rnt of toe 

sign of NI 	if) terms of the cross-sections .(.s [ IL ) usad in the thesis 

('J.14) bec: eo 

= 	 Fe? I 
4 2. 

Q(o) 
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for the (ns) 	50-+ns(n-:.1)s S excitation considered in Loeptor 5, 

the procedure is th some 8s het outlined ebovo - hoJever, the initial 

23~1 
end tin]. ooic :ocnnfunctonn 	çn 	L35L, x1 ,x2 ) used are, instead 

of (V.3), nOU 13\r:•n L-)y 

qJcsO)O) —QOXOO) 

C+ 35t,tr) 	oOIM 

Lie find 

ci z(w,M±)= -4.Isi) 
PuS 

-FCr M i& = ILI [&+ Evil >~- 
Pi1  

where 
- 13 

' 

Ihus, inte:jr leg over all dircioeo of the scattered ei:ctron 

we find, for iriclrint oloctrnn o1r.z :icn p 

Q C 	i 3S,ri-t) 	c')G 

G LVH-L ',Mzr=O) 

( .18) 

tlriero 
/ 

z8 
< 

7 	
- 
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